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OUR REVIEW

u VILLAGE INN

DAS LEBEN SPIELT AUCH IM GASTHAUS

VILLAGE INN
BIER, BRAUEREI UND WIRTSHAUS

Inka and Markus Brand, who have been
showing their talent for inventing games
as a designer duo, did prove two years ago
with their game „Village – Wie das Leben
so spielt“, that they also have a lot of talent
for strategic games. This their game won
Deutscher Spielepreis 2012 and was also selected „Kennerspiel des Jahres“, in the same
year. So, not surprisingly, very soon there
was a big demand for expansions to this
award-winning game.
After a “long” waiting period the first expansion for this game was published in
spring of 2013, „Village Inn“. The expansion
can only be played together with the core
game and expands this game for a fifth
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player and with new possibilities for actions.
The expansions contains individual boards
for cemetery and the village chronicle allow
you to play the basic game with five players without having to add the expansion
to the game. If you play it like that the rules
stay entirely the same with the exception of
number and distribution of the influence
pieces at the start of the round.
If you play with the new action possibilities
of Village Inn, the flow of the game changes
as follows:
There are four new customer tiles for the
market action. Those tiles are shuffled together with those of the basic game and

are available for purchasing. Besides other
commodities you pay for them with the
new commodity “Beer”, which you acquire
by resolving an action in the “Brewery”.
The Brewery, in analogy to the Office from
the core game, is a craft building featuring a
yellow coat-of-arms, and it also works in the
same way as other crafts buildings. To use it
you take an influence cube from the yellow
stock on the board and have then two possibilities to use the action for this building:
You either place one of your villagers onto
the building and pay a total of 6 time units
for two commodity tiles “Beer” or you discard three bags of grain for two beer tiles.
The beer acquired in this way can be spent
at the market to buy customer tiles or in the
newly installed “Inn”.
The Inn is the second new building on the
board, which, contrary to the Brewery, features its own color-marked action area. This
action area is filled in each round with influence cubes, as usual, and is governed by the
same rules as all other action areas, but with

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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The buying and taking of a character card
reveals the next card in the stack and thus
for the next action in the inn three characters are again available. All in all there are
up to 30 different characters which can be
acquired in this building in the course of the
game. But you must remember, that for persons who die in the Inn there is no room in
the village chronicle. They are placed on a
free slot on the cemetery board and do not
score points at the end of the game.
Those simple new additional rule and the
rest of the expansion integrate seamlessly
into the core game, also due to the felicitous graphic design of the expansion. And
yet Village Inn, without doubt, has been intended for players who already have some
experience with the core game and want to
have more of the same.
For all those who try Village for the first
time - they will not be overwhelmed by the
rather short and simple rules of the expansion, and yet the new character cards, due
to their many and varied effects, present
challenges to all players to find the best
ways how to use them and the optimum
timing of playing them, which are not easy
to master in a first game.
So, with this in mind, you should have played
a few games with the core game alone and
liked to play it, before you approach the expansion. All those players who are already
familiar with the possibilities of the village
and how to use them to best advantage will
definitely get their money’s worth.
Not only do the new villager cards introduce an important tactical component into
the otherwise very static character of the
game and thus provide an improved replay
value, they also demand - due to their supportive effects - also new considerations
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and approached to the individual action.
None of the cards seem to be - in relation
to their cost - out-of-proportionally strong
or weak, on the contrary, it seems to matter
when and if the card is revealed in the Inn.
And this then introduces a rather small element of chance.
As my conclusion I can whole-heartedly
recommend this expansion to every player
Dennis Rappel
What might be missing in the core game as regards to tactical element and some variation is made up for by Village
in with its 30 different villager cards. These cards not only
supplement the actions from the core game with further
opportunities for victory points, but also create new ways
to acquire these points.

who enjoyed the core game and who would
like to test the game’s possibilities further.
The expansion offers enough novelty on
existing strategies, also provides a better
balance for those strategies and introduces
interesting new approaches for extra points
which might decide the game. And this exactly what makes Village Inn a good expansion, which I will use with the core game in
all my future plays of Village. 
Dennis Rappel

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

2-5

Designer: Inka und Markus Brand
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: eggert / Pegasus 2013
www.pegasus.de

AGE:

12+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Worker placement
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr nl
In-game text: yes
Comments:

Attractive design * Topic supplements
the core game nicely * New and improved opportunities for victory points
* Display and combination of villager
cards governed by chance
Compares to:

Worker Placement Spiele, e.g. Agricola or
Caylus
Other editions:
Tasty Minstrel Games, Ludonova,
Gigamic, 999 Games

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

My rating:

the exception that a villager is compulsory
for it, who is placed on the building as usual
after the education costs have been paid for
with time units. To implement the action
then costs an additional time unit and allows you to do two things:
First you must choose one of three openfaced stacks of 10 character cards each and
put the top card to the bottom of the stack,
thus revealing a new character. Then
You can choose again one of the three
stacks and buy the top card on one of them.
Each of the cards has a price of one gold or
one or two units of Beer and either grants
the player a unique one-time action bonus,
for instance taking of certain commodity
tiles, or new conditions for scoring victory
points at the end of the game, for instance,
the “Mayor” grants you two victory points
each for up to three green influence cubes
on your own farmyard.

OUR REVIEW

40 Lines for Meeples

Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

One kilo body weight equals one kilo board
game box equals one kilo fun in playing?!?
When I take a look at the boxes for this edition of WIN, I again ask myself what is really
important for a game.
We all remember the times when in Italy a
game was considered to be non-sellable
when it was packed into a small box.
Thanks to the many games events this hopefully has now changed.
But German editions also provide some surprises now and again.
As the price for a game is definitely determined by the production costs and not for
the percentage the designer receives, it must
be the components, the content of t box
must be the determining factor.
Is a game overlooked on the shelves of the
shops because it is too small and therefore
not sold?
Well, if we image the Game of the Year 2013,
HANABI, for this game surely the promotion
in all media will come into play.
We will see if this is enough to help a small
game to achieve more than average success.
Opposed to Hanabi we have TERRA MYSTICA
with an overflowing box. Soon after Essen we
will know what was accepted better.
A simple quick game or a game heavy on
components, fun in playing is offered by
both variants!
Do you like our WIN? If yes, please become a
subscriber! We have a PayPal account, so the
payment of € 6,00 for an annual subscription
can be made easily and safely, see also
http://www.gamesjournal.at.
Unser Games companion GAME BY GAME
2014 is available since SPIEL at Essen:
http://www.gamescompanion.at 
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OUR REVIEW

u JENSEITS VON THEBEN: DIE GRABRÄUBER

ARCHEOLOGIST OR TOMB RAIDER?

JENSEITS VON THEBEN: DIE GRABRÄUBER
STRIVING FOR KNOWLEDGE AND TREASURES

Jenseits von Theben was one of the big
surprises on the board game scene and
market in 2004. First published by designer
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Peter Prinz himself as a self-published edition under the label Prinzspiele, the game
was re-issued in 2007 by Queen Games and

impressed from the first with a marvelous
mechanism and also commercial success.
So it is rather surprising that it took 9 or 6
years, respectively, until Queen Games followed up on this success with a variant similar to a card game. Usually, publishers do
not hesitate that long to follow up successful board games with affordable, slimmeddown card game versions.
One reason for this might be that it is not
possible to mirror the mechanism of Jen-

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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Grabräuber: Both games are for the better
part decided by drawing of the finds. All the
interesting considerations you pondered
for taking cards are good for nothing when
luck deserts you at the wrong moment.
If you are, on the other hand, looking exactly for that - a beautiful, well-working game
in which you cannot err too far, because
chance is dominating over strategy and tactic, if you like to be happy about marvelous
finds and can like to get aggravated about
Markus Wawra
For me, personally, the element of chance in Theben: Die
Grabräuber is too dominant. I do prefer if strategy and
tactic decide on win or lose. Therefore Jenseits von Theben,
the board game, did not get played very often by me. The
new version, probably, will not be played much oftener,
albeit me believing it to be the much more elegant game.
All the same, I do like the time mechanism very much and
therefore I can give a good evaluation.

washouts, then this is a game for you without doubt. Fans and owners of Jenseits von
Theben are recommended to take a look at
the version. If the elegant reduction to the
essential elements is worth the acquisition
you must decide for yourself. 
Markus.Wawra

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

2-4

Designer: Peter Prinz
Artist: M. Menzel, C. Tisch
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2013
www.queen-games.de

AGE:

10+
TIME:

30+

EVALUATION
Set collecting, time allocation
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:

New version of Jenseits von Theben
* Professionally reduced version *
Elegant time mechanism
Compares to:

Jenseits von Theben
Other editions:
Jenseits von Theben: The Tomb Raiders

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

My rating:

seits von Theben in a pure card game and
therefore Jenseits von Theben: Die Grabräuber is not a card game, but a slimmed-down
version of the board game in a mediumsized box, with a lot of cards which drive the
game, but also with a small board and a few
wooden markers.
The basic mechanism is that from Jenseits
von Theben: In your turn you resolve one
action. Each action comes with a price of
time segments, sometimes many, sometimes only a few. Those segments are
marked on a time track. The next player in
turn is always the player who is in last place
on this time track. Ingenious, simple and always fair, a fabulous mechanisms, as I have
mentioned earlier.
The majority of those actions simply comprising the picking up of one of the cards
on display. From those cards you acquire
knowledge, victory points or certain special abilities. Let me mention one of them,
the name giving Tomb Raider card, a very
powerful card. The gap in the card display is
refilled with a card from the draw pile.
Now and then you instigate digs in one of
the four regions for digging - Mesopotamia,
Egypt, Greece or Crete. In relation to the
knowledge, that you have acquired on the
digging area or region, and in relation to
the time that you invest you may then draw
a certain number of cards from the corresponding stack of pieces found at the dig
and keep the finds thus made. Those stacks
of finds are formed in the course of the
game again and again by going through
the draw pile. This is one of the essential
differences to the original game, where the
finds were cardboard chips that you drew
from a bag. But as regards to game mechanisms is difference is negligible.
Another difference is that travelling has
been abolished. In the original game you
had to spend time to travel to the different cities in order to acquire the cards on
display there. In Jenseits von Theben: Die
Grabräuber there is no map, you just take
the card that you want to have.
The last difference worth mentioning is the
end of the game. While in Jenseits of Theben you played a given number of years,
marked on the time track, a game of Jenseits von Theben: Die Grabräuber ends
when the draw pile has been used up. In
both games the winner is whoever has acquired most victory points in the guise of
finds or additional cards.
n a direct comparison between old and
new version a see a clear winner: The new
version is somewhat simpler, plays more
quickly and is simple more elegant. The flair
and feeling remain 100% intact and nothing got lost in transition. But, my main point
for criticism of Jenseits von Theben also
fully applies to Jenseits von Theben: Die
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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OUR REVIEW

u DESPERADOS

FIGHTING CRIME IN WILDWEST

DESPERADOS
SHERRIFF VERSUS OUTLAWS

We are in the wild Wild West. Many are looking for prosperity and do not hesitate to
acquire this by methods outside the law.
Bank robberies, cheating at cards and holdups of mail coaches are daily events. What
would happen without the Marshal and his
Sheriffs?
One player takes up the role of Marshal and
tries to hinder the other players, who all embody Desperados, to commit any crimes,
assisted by his Sheriff characters, to intercept them on time and thus to put a spoke
into their wheels, figuratively.
The game is played in five rounds, and
those rounds are each comprising five
turns. In each turn the Marshal begins and
advances the Mail Coach by one step/posi-
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tion, along the pre-determined route of the
coach. Then the Marshal moves his Sheriffs
- he has as many Sheriff Markers as there
are players embodying Desperados - one
step each or leaves them in their current
position. Then he moves the Marshal piece.
This is when the pondering and considering
starts, because he does not move the marker on the board, but lays down a card face
down, corresponding to the intended target. Each Desperado and also the Marshal
holds a deck of cards which holds one card
for each location plus a Saloon card that is
played when you wish to refrain from moving. For all those moves you can only move
one step to an adjacent location. When the
Marshal has finished his turn it is time for the
Desperados to do theirs. As they embody a

gang, all play simultaneously and may, that
is, even should communicate their intentions and moves. They show their cards to
each other, discuss their target locations
and coordinate their actions. Of course, the
Marshal should be kept in the dark as much
as possible about their plans, because he
might otherwise try to send his Sheriffs to
those locations and thus intercept the Desperados. The Marshal is allowed to change
his target card while not all Desperados
have decided their target location.
When all Desperados, too, have decided
their next target location and have laid out
the corresponding card face-down, they
can resolve actions. This is implemented
with the help of their wooden discs which
are placed to the respective locations. There
are three possible actions: Hold up the Mail
Coach, cheat at cards and reconnoiter a
bank. For an action you place the wooden
disc at the intended location, that is, next to
a poker tile or next to the Mail Coach. You
can reconnoiter a bank without having to
place a disc. The important thing is that you

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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Astrid Willim
A very attractively designed game which creates the flair
corresponding to the topic due to high-quality components,
and also a strategic planning-game with rather a lot of
chance, so that little tension is created in the game

as the resolving is done at the end of the
round and the discs must remain in place
till then. And by placing the disc you tell
the Marshal where you are and must reveal
your location card for checking.
Then the Marshal begins the next turn. This
is continued until the fifth turn has been
played, that is, the Mail Coach has been
advanced five times - please note that the
coach does not move in case of a hold-up
happening, and every player has five cards
down on the table, face-down. Now the
cards are resolved in turn. Each player turns
up the card that he played first, all do this
simultaneously, and relocate their playing
pieces, both Desperados and Marshal, and
the previously planned moves are implemented. Whenever the the Marshal Piece
reaches the same location in the same turn
as one or several Desperados, he takes them
prisoner, their future moves they planned
for are forfeit and the Desperado pieces remain in place, as they are deemed to have
been caught and imprisoned. Furthermore,
the respective Desperado must hand the
location card to the Marshal, which means
that he cannot enter this location again for
the rest of the game. A clear advantage for
the Marshal, who now knows that this Desperado can no longer commit any crime at
that location.
But when one or more Desperados reach
a location marked with one of the wooden
discs, the hold-up is successful and they
take the corresponding tile. Finally, the Bank
robberies are checked. A Bank can only be
robbed when at the end of the round there
are more Desperados than sheriffs at the respective bank. In this case the Desperados
take the corresponding tile.
When all cards have been resolved the Mail
Coach is placed at the new location, and,
after the first round, a second Mail Coach
comes into play, starting its journey at the
location where the first one did, too. Then
all take up their cards again, banks that
were robbed are replenished with new tiles,
which then are checked by the .Marshal,
and a new round begins.
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The game ends after the fifth round. The
goal for the Desperados was, to accumulate
a minimum of 4000 Dollars for each Desperado; if the Desperados fall short of that goal,
the Marshal wins the game.
Which leaves with one simple questions?
Can the Desperados win that easily? The answer is Yes … and No. Yes, when they cooperate well and set up some traps for the Marshal, that is, move in unexpected ways. And
they must be well agreed on the question,
which tiles, banks etc. they want to collect.
The total sum of the poker tiles is 5800 dollars. That amount of money is always in play,
which means that the fewer players there
are in the game the easier you can achieve
the Desperado goal using the poker tiles
which are the easiest to acquire. Contrary to
the poker tiles, the Mail Coach offers 1000
dollars on average and a bank 1875 dollars.
On average, because not all of them come
into play necessarily and therefore there is
a certain amount of luck involved for the
drawing of the tiles.
The Marshal must move about randomly
and hope that he can catch a Desperado on
his move unless he manages to spot their
plans.
In a game of six, for instance, the situations
gets rather confusing and there is also a big
negative aspect that evolves with this number of players - the long, really very long
down time, which the Desperados have to
cope with. The Marshal naturally has to do
quite a lot of considering in order to visualize all possibilities of all the players, which
can be up to five! The Desperados can discuss, conspire and collaborate, can give
advice to each other and can agree on their
moves when the sheriffs have been moved.
So they have the advantage to know where
they can get active, while the Marshal must
do all this in his head alone. This also reduces
the thrill of the game considerably. But also
in a game of three there is no development
of challenge of thrill - it is rather frustrating
to plan your move in painstaking detail und
then, in the second round, being caught be
the Marshal due to an “unexpected move”
of the Marshal and thus rendering any additional planning useless, and sometimes
also the considerations of one’s fellow Desperados, as you agree on meeting points in
order to rob the mail coach or the banks.
Furthermore, when reading the box bottom
text, the game reminded me of a game still
in vivid memory from my childhood days,
which was called Zorro. In Zorro the bandits
had to hide in three-dimensional houses
and Zorro hat to go and look for them.
When he discovered some of them, a fight
sprung up, which was usually won by Zorro,
as he was far the strongest one. How not?

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

But the bandits had the advantage of being
able to rob all other buildings when they
were not discovered, that is, when they distributed themselves as evenly as possible
among the buildings.
Fighting and Hiding added an essential
challenge and thrill which I badly miss in
Desperados. Even when one is caught by
the Marshal one is not spending at least a
penalty turn in jail or something like this,
but is back in the game instantly, which
kind of reduces the authenticity somewhat.
But basically, the games are nearly identical,
Even Scotland Yard is not too far away from
the concept of Desperados, albeit with the
difference that in Scotland Yard all chase
one and not the other way round.
My resume: A nice, even if well-known, idea,
which unfortunately does not create a challenge, a thrill or some zeal. One would have
to play this game a few times with the same
people to develop some real strategies. But
most players find it too drawn-out to play it
again, and it seems that the Marshal does
not really have a chance to win, when the
Desperados cooperate really well. 
Astrid Willim

INFORMATION
Designer: Florian Racky
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: Argentum Verlag 2012
www.argentum-verlag.de

PLAYERS

3-6
AGE:

12+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Cooperative, collecting, Wild West
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:

Attractive design, beautiful components * Long down-times in the planning phases * Simple mechanics
Compares to:

Scotland Yard, Zorro
Other editions:
Currently none

My rating:

must, of course, be present at the location
where you want to act and that you are
only allowed to place the disc / implement
the action when at this moment more Desperados have decided on this then there
are sheriffs present at the location. You also
must remember that in each round the
disc of a Desperado can only be used once,
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OUR REVIEW

u MERCANTE

MARKET DAY IN THE TEMPEST UNIVERSE

MERCANTE

BUY AND SELL AT THE RIGHT MOMENT

The City State of Tempest has been the
setting for several games already, and all
those games were completely different as
to mechanism. Tempest Mercante is a game
on trading, in which players represent a
Merchant House. As a player you have your
own warehouse and your own agents that
carry out all kinds of tasks for you. And you
are that powerful that you can influence
the markets themselves by interfering with
supply and demand. As is standard for that
kind of games, the main purpose nonetheless is money! With corresponding negotiation abilities and a little bit of luck you
can make a lot of money and enlarge your
riches which you can then invest in victory
points. But, alas, events here are also governed by the two facts of “Everybody starts
at the bottom” and “Long live competition”!
The Merchant House of each player is represented by two game components. On
the one hand, each player has his own
player board, the so-called Merchant Ledger, where he stores his commodities in
warehouses and deploys his agents, and
on the other hand by an individual card for
each merchant house, the so called “House
Power Card”. This card is unique for each
Merchant House and offers one permanent
advantage for the whole duration of the
game. The House Power Cards are randomly assigned at the start of the game, then
each player can - once - discard his card and
draw a new one from the stack. From then
on the houses remain unchanged for the
rest of the game.
On his Merchant Ledger each player has
room for three warehouses, which in turn
can store up to three commodities each. At
the start of the game each player already
owns one of those warehouses, the others
must be bought. A warehouse that is available is marked on the Merchant Ledger
with a colored cube, acquired warehouses
cannot be lost during the game.
On your Merchant Ledger you also find the
area of deployment for your agents, with
whom you choose your actions in your turn
and resolve them. Each choice of actions
shows one or more blue seals on which
you can place one single agent. Agents are
represented by blue wooden disc, and you
start the game with two such agent discs.
The four different markets, the locations for
trading commodities, have their own board

8
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- there is a market for luxury commodities,
one for valuable metals, one for resources
and one for comestibles. At the market you
sell your commodities in the guise of Goods
Tokens. Each market has a limited number
of placement opportunities which all offer
room for one Goods Marker. Each placement opportunity also shows the amount
of money, called crowns, which you receive
if you sell Goods. The markets are always
filled with Goods from top to bottom and
each good or commodity can only be sold
at the corresponding market. For each market there are four different kinds of goods,
so that there are are 16 kinds of goods in
play, all in all.
At the right-hand side of the market you can
find the Harbor Zone. This is where ships anchor to bring new commodities. As regards
to game mechanics this is implement with
separate cards, so-called shipment cards.
Next to a face-down draw-pile five of those
shipment cards are always displayed faceup to form the supply from which one card
is chosen for auction at the start of a turn.
When the draw-pile is empty this constitutes one of three possible end-of-game
conditions.
To the left of the market the so-called Calendar is located, also represented by cards, and
made up from a draw-pile for event cards
and an open-faced display of up to three
event cards. Those event cards influence
prices at one of the markets or for a specific kind of commodity, making the price
rise or fall; there are even cards which can
completely close a market. At the start of
the game only one card is displayed, during
the course of the game there can be a maximum of three cards on display. Each card
of the Calendar is assigned to one or two
of three possible categories. There are: Permanent cards (Category Enduring), which
are displaced open-faced in the calendar,
when they are played; Cards that must be
implemented instantly (Category Fleeting),
which are discarded to a discard pile after
resolving them, and finally Reaction cards
(Category Reaction), which can be played
during a Sale Action for a commodity. The
sales price of a commodity therefore always
is the result of the value stated on the market, modified by the Calendar.
As markets in the game are only used as

sales locations by all players and therefore
commodities do accumulate there, there is
a separate phase in the game, in there commodities are removed from the markets.
This so-called Upkeep Phase only happens
at certain moments, that is, when the player
who holds the Upkeep Marker is the active
player. At the start of the game the player
to the right of the starting player holds this
marker. The Upkeep-Marker moves counter-clockwise.
For mirroring the progress of the game
there is an individual separate game board,
the reference track board. At the start of the
game the Reference Track Marker is located
on the first spot. Each spot of this board depicts two specifications: The current price
to buy a victory point and the current price
Bernhard Czermak
The central auction mechanism is nicely and precisely
implemented, but no effort was spared to provide rules for
this mechanisms, which diminishes the fun a bit.

to acquire an additional agent. The further
the Reference Track marker advances the
cheaper the agents and the more expensive
the buying of a victory point.
At the start of the game each player is given
money, crowns, in relation to his position
around the table in playing order, plus two
event cards and two order cards. Order
cards are cards which can accrue one or two
victory points when they are filled by selling
the commodities depicted on them. When
you accept an order you receive money for
it, either 6, 8 or 10 crowns, depending on
the card. When the order is not filled at the
end of the game you lose up to three victory points, as specified on the card. Victory
points are represented in the course of the
game by victory point chips that you collect.
Mercante is played in clockwise direction;
the turn of a player comprises three phases
plus the Upkeep Phase should he currently
hold the Upkeep Marker.
In the first of the three phases one single
Harbor Card is auctioned. The active player
chooses one of the five cards that are on display in the harbor. Then each player in turn
can make one single bid, beginning with
the player to the left of the active player, so
the active player has the last bid. This is the
point to mention that the money owned
by each player cannot be hidden, it must
always be visible. Each harbor card holds
specifications as to minimum bids. Most
harbor cards depict more than one kind of
commodity. Commodities depicted on the
card can either be auctioned one by one or
in total. This is decided by the active player.
Therefore each harbor card shows a specification for the minimum bid for each com-

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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modity and for the complete bundle, that is,
the card. Each auction is independent from
all others, so you can pass in one auction
and bid again in the next. When a player
wins a card he takes all depicted commodities from general stock and puts them in his
warehouses. Should there not be enough
room in the warehouses, he can decide
which commodities to keep and which to
return to general stock.
At the end of this phase the harbor is replenished to show five open-faced cards again.
In the second phase a player takes his
agents back to place them again in the following phase. This is important as placed
agents must remain at their locations till
this phase happens as there is an action in
which an agent resolves this actions during
another player’s turn.
Now comes the most important phase with
your decision on which actions you want to
place your agents; the chosen actions are
resolved immediately after the selection.
You can have a maximum of four agents
and can choose for them among eight different actions, each blue seal can hold only
one agent:
The action IMPROVE HOUSE ASSETS enables a player to buy an agent or a warehouse. The price for agents depends on
the position of the Reference Track marker
on the track, the price for a warehouse is
always 5 crowns. When a player buys an
agent the Reference Track Marker advances
by one position as a consequence.
The action BUY ONE VICTORY POINT is available twice on the Merchant Ledger. In a turn
you can thus acquire two victory points. The
price for them, too, depends on the posi-
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tion of the Reference Track Marker and this
marker advances two steps when a victory
point is bought. You get the victory point
chip and one victory point chip is placed on
the Upkeep Marker. Should the Reference
Track Marker reach the end of the track after
Improve House Assets or Buy One Victory
Point, the game ends after this turn.
Using SELECT A CONTRACT you take two
order cards from the draw pile, check them
and may keep one. The other card is discarded and you receive the amount of money
stated on the card for accepting the order.
MANIPULATE EVENTS enable you to influence the Calendar. You draw an event card
and may then either play an event card
from your hand or draw another event card.
When you play a Fleeting Event the event
is resolved immediately, an Enduring Event
is placed on the calendar. Should there already be three cards on the Calendar you
remove the bottom one and add the new
one on top of the column.
GATHER INTELLIGENCE allows you to look
at a total of three cards from the individual
draw piles for harbor/ship cards, event cards
and order cards in any combination. After
each card that the checked you decide if
you want to look at another card. At the end
of the action you decide for each card that
you checked if you put it back on top of the
stack or place it underneath the stack.
SKULDUGGERY is the only action that is not
immediately resolved by a player. First, you
only place an agent on the seal. This agent
allows you to steal from other players. You
can steal at the start of another player’s turn
or at the moment when another player is
forced to return commodities to general

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
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stock, as he does not have enough room in
his warehouses. You can use the agent exactly for one theft, but must use the action
until the start of your own next turn; if you
fail to do so the action is forfeit. When you
steal discarded commodities you may them
place in one of your warehouses, at the time
when they are discarded. If you steal from
a warehouse, the warehouse must hold
a minimum of two commodities and the
player you want to steal from decides which
commodity he gives to the thief. The victim
of the theft must be the active player and
in his turn other players can only steal one
commodity per warehouse, in case several
players want to steal at the same time.
But you can protect your commodities by
using the action SECURITY. Each warehouse
has a seal where you can place an agent. If
a warehouse is thus protected you cannot
steal from them.
And, finally, the most important action - HIRE
DOCKWORKERS. With this action you send
agents to the market to sell commodities. A
maximum of three agents can be placed at
this action. Depending on the type of commodity you want to sell you need a different
number of agents to be able to sell: Sale of
a luxury commodity needs two agents, but
one agent is able to sell two comestibles to
the corresponding market. Before you can
sell a Goods Token you must give all players
the opportunity to play event cards that influence this pending sale. When all players
in turn hat their chance to play event cards,
the active player himself can play cards.
This can considerably change the amount
of money that one will receive for each individual sale, but the active player cannot
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withdraw his sale. The event cards must
contain Reaction Events and are discarded
on the market. You cannot do any sale on a
market completely filled with such cards or
on a market that has been closed down by
an event card.
As an alternative to selling into a market a
player can - without deploying an agent sell any number of commodities from his
warehouses to the bazaar. This he can do
at any time during his turn and he always is
paid 3 crowns for each Goods Token.
Regardless whether the player did sell into
a market or into the bazaar, the sale can be
used to complete an order. Such an order
must always be completely filled within one
single turn and you receive the number of
victory point chips for the victory points
stated on the order card you filled.
When a player has deployed all his agents
his turn ends and the turn passes to the
next player. When a player has the Upkeep Marker, the player must resolve the
Up-Keep Phase at the start of his turn. This
Upkeep Phase begins with the removal of
Goods Tokens from the Marked. In relation
to the number of players the active player
can remove a number Goods Tokens of his
choice from the market. Then he draws the
top event card from the event card draw
pile and resolves it. And, finally, he auctions
of victory point chips that might happen
to be on the Upkeep-Marker. Each chip is
auctioned individually, using a blind bid
procedure. Each player bids simultaneously,
with crowns in his closed fist. All reveal their
bid simultaneously and the player with the
highest bid wins the victory points. In case
of a tie the order of play decides the outcome. Victory point chips that were not sold
in auction remain on the Upkeep Marker. At
the end of the Upkeep Phase the Upkeep
Marker is handed on the right-hand player
of the current holder.
The game ends when one of three possible conditions occurs: the Reference Track
Marker reaches the end of the Reference
Track or one player owns at least 80 crowns
or the draw-pile in the harbor is depleted.
Now the commodities in the warehouses
are sold to the bazaar, whereby you still can
use those sales to the bazaar for completing
orders. Your own stock of money is changed
into victory points, for 10 crowns each you
add one victory point. Then all add up their
victory points and deduct penalty points for
orders that were not filled.
The central game mechanism of Mercante
are the many auctions, therefore the game
is mainly geared for fans of auction games.
This bidding mechanism has been embed-
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ded in quite a number of additional rules
which give off the impressing during the
game that one or the other of the rules
might be the one rule too much of a good
thing. The auction mechanism was supplemented with rules for stealing from other
players, for filling orders and influencing the
game with events. And, finally, each player
represents his own Merchant House with
special abilities and characteristics, which
unfortunately are not quite balanced.
Despite every single one of those mechanisms is interesting, but in total they overwhelm the game. The weighting of the
components is also problematic, on the one
hand they are intended to make the game
more interesting, but on the other hand
they can be hard to introduce or implement as the maximum number of possible
agents is four and this often prevents optimum use, as much too often those four
agents are used up by selling and buying
or for protecting one’s own warehouses and
no options are left to use them for acquisition of event cards or orders. The accepting
of orders, too, is only of limited interest, as
the earn money when accepted but their
filling is only linked to one or two victory
points which usually can be acquired much
cheaper by direct buy or via an auction in
the upkeep phase. A higher reward would
make those orders much more interesting
and attractive.
The central bidding or auction mechanism
deserves a positive comment. It is played
quickly and makes for interesting constellations during the game, as one usually buys
Goods Tokens in the turn of another player,
but can only do something with them in
one’s own turn. So, when a player buys commodities soon after his turn he must wait to
sell them until it his turn again. If you then
consider that the following players can use
agents for stealing, it is often useless to auction for commodities too soon if you have
not secured the corresponding warehouse.
But this then again costs a valuable agents.
This time-shifted sequence of buying and
selling makes the management of your
money very important. Especially in the early rounds, when an individual player does
not have much money, the funds are often
only enough for bidding for one single commodity card until one is the active player
again. And for your own auctions you must
also keep some money back, as you first do
an auction before you can sell commodities
as the active player.

actions of the players, so that players influence the length of the game by their actions. A very nice element are the rising and
falling costs for agents and victory points as
determined by the position of the marker
on the track.
Mercante is especially good for three or four
players; with three players there are special
rules for the auction. In a round of five players the game is somewhat to drawn-out,
it takes too much time until one is active
again and can do something.
A positive remark is due to the components
of the game, and the rules, too, are well
structured and explain the game well, and
the game boards have some information
on the flow of the game so that you rarely
need to consult the rules during the course
of the game.
So, all in all, Mercante is a game that you
should have played at least once. Some
rules adaptions, for instance a higher number of agents for each player or more attractive orders, and, on the other hand, maybe
obliteration of some rules would enhance
the attraction of the game very much. 
Bernhard Czermak

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Jeff Tidball
Artist: Bolme, Pinto, Mangold, Hepworth
Price: ca. 44 Euro
Publisher: Alderac Entertainment 12
www.alderac.com

3-5
AGE:

12+
TIME:

60+

EVALUATION
Auction
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:

Components provide flair and atmosphere * Good, clear, well-structured
rules * Different, varied and interesting
auction mechanisms
Compares to:

Hab & Gut, Modern Art
Other editions:
Currently none

Another interesting element in the game is
the game progress, represented by a Track
on the Reference Board and marked by the
Reference Track Marker, the advancement
speed of that marker is determined by the

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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NURSES, SOLDIERS AND APHIDS

MYRMES

EVERYDAY LIFE IN AN ANT-HILL

When you take in your hand for the first
time the box of MYRMES the weight tells
you that it is well fed with materials: in effect you get one heavy cardboard map
(400x570 mm) depicting a beautiful garden, four light cardboard players boards
(290x165 mm), 16 Aphid Farm / Scavenging
/ Sub colony tiles, 20 objective tiles, 90 colored wooden cubes (larva, food, earth and
stone), 18 round “Prey” tokens, an year token, a “First player” token and three colored
dice (D6). Each player also receive 8 plastic
“Ants” (to be used as workers or soldiers), 5
round tokens (4 tunnel exits and 1 score), 17
Pheromone tiles, 5 cubes, 8 “Nurses” and a
marker disk.
A game of Myrmes is played in 3 years of 4
Seasons each: at the end of the third year
the player with most points wins. To mark
points you have to place on the board Pheromone tiles, acquire and place Aphid Farm
and Sub Colony tiles and reach as many Objectives as you can.
At game’s start all 18 Preys are placed on
the board together with six randomly selected objectives: they will not change
during the game. Then each player takes 3
Nurses, 1 Larva, 2 Ants and place them on
his personal board (that depicts and ant-hill
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and is divided in 6 sections: Nursery, Larvae, Warriors, Workers, Atelier and Storage).
The Marker (colored disc) of each player is
placed on the “Level 1” space of their personal boards and the Score token on case 10
of the score track on the main board. Then
each player place an ant-hill exit of his color
on the board.
We are now ready to start (see below the
photo of the Personal Board):
MYRMES is a demanding game: you have to
carefully look at the 6 objectives and to try
since the beginning of the game to imagine
a global strategy to be able to get most of
them. Then you must do your best to follow
that strategy all along the game, even if you
must be prepared to “deviate” sometimes
from it if your “beloved” opponents will attack you (and they will do for sure...). As Objectives are randomly selected at the start
the above strategies will vary from game to
game: some tiles ask for “resources” or “larvae” to be collected and paid, other need a
certain number of “preys” or “soldiers” to be
discarded, other will ask you to own a certain number of special tiles (Aphid/Scavenging/Sub colony), other finally need a certain
number of your Pheromone tiles to place on
the garden or to have X nurses in play inside

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
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your ant-hill.
At the start of each of the three years players throw the three colored dice and place
each of them on one season (the Green on
Spring, the Yellow on Summer and the Red
on Autumn: Winter is treated differently)
paying attention at the number of pips obtained.
The game mechanics are easy to learn and
easy to remember... after the first “test”
game:
- FIRST PHASE: all players check the EVENT
of the Season. The number of pips of the
colored dice determine this event (for example: get 1 Victory Point (VP) extra for each
score during this turn; get larvae or Worker/
Soldier extra; benefit of 3 extra movement
points or 3 extra resource cubes; etc.). You
may modify this event paying larvae and
changing the number of pips (each Larva
Pietro Cremona
A wonderful, complex game with lots of possibilities,
strategies to try and decisions to make, all with an unusual
and very well-suited topic.

spent allows you to increase or decrease 1
pip) in order to get a better (following your
strategy) event.
- SECOND PHASE: you place now your
Nurses inside your ant-hill. If you place one
of them in the Larvae room you get ONE
new larva, but if you place there 2/3 nurses
you get 3/5 Larvae. If you place 2 Nurses on
the Warriors room you get 1 Warrior; if you
place 3 you get 2 Warriors. 2/4 Nurses on
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the Workers room give you 1/2 Workers. 1 or
more Nurses on the Atelier room will allow
you to get one special action each paying
the required number of resources (a new
Nurse, a new exit in the garden, possibility
to get an Objective or to advance one level
on your ant-hill).

12
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- THIRD PHASE: Now it is time to send your
“workers” to their job: you may send them
inside the ant-hill (they will come back at
the end of the turn) or outside, in the garden (but those workers will not come back).
(a) - Internal job. You have FOUR possible
levels in your ant-hill:

- At the start of the game only level “0”
(Gestation Room) is available: if you send a
worker there you get 1 Larva as a bonus;
- At level “I” (Larder) the bonus will be 1 Food;
- At level “II” (Quarry) you will get 1 Earth or 1
Stone (your choice);
- At level “III” (Queen’s room) you may spend

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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(this will give you also 1 Earth)
- Add one new Nurse to your ant-hill (Cost 2
Food and 2 Larvae)
- Reach an Objective. (See below)
SIXTH PHASE: End of the turn: discard the
used Larvae and the extra resources (Level
0 and I allow you to maintain 4 Resources,
while levels II and III increase this maximum
to 6); take back all the Nurses and the Workers used inside the ant-hill; pass the FIRST
PLAYER token one place on the left. If the
next turn is Summer or Autumn you start
the same procedure again but if it is WINTER
you must have enough FOOD to feed your
ants: 4 cubes at the end of the first year, 5 in
the second and 6 in the third. Each missing
food cost you 3 VP.
To really have a possibility to win you must
get some OBJECTIVES: at the start of the
game 6 tiles are showed: two at level 1, two
at level 2 and 2 at level 3. You may proceed
on levels 2 only if you already placed a Nurse
on level 1, and you are allowed to take a
level 3 objective only if you already have a
Nurse on level 2. Each Nurse used to get an
Objective cannot be taken back to the anthill and remain on the objective area until
the end of the game: never forget this, as
with just 1 or 2 nurses only inside your anthill you are sure to lose the game. For your
information I usually send my first Nurse to
an Objective when I already have FIVE in my
ant-hill, but my friends try also with 4 nurses
only, in order to arrive earlier on the objective and thus get extra points.
To get an Objective you must usually pay
(discard) some resources, preys, soldiers,
etc.: then you may place your Nurse near the
selected tile. You receive 6 VP (at level 1) or
9 VP (level 2) or 12 VP (level 3). You may get
BOTH objectives on each level, if you wish,
but you cannot score the same objective
more than once. If you place your Nurse in
a case where there are already other nurses
you grant 3 VP to each of them. Usually players run to get 1 Objective on each level as
soon as possible, but on the last two turns
it is common to see players doing also the
second objective of level III (and/or II) to get
some extra points.
As you understand (if I was clear enough
until now, of course...) it is possible to make
VP in many ways but mainly with Objectives (they may grant you up to 64 VP) and
with the biggest pheromone tiles (if you
lay all of them, almost impossible, you will
get up to 44 VP, thus the importance of the
objectives). Initially you cannot race for the
Objectives because you do not have the
necessaries resources and a sufficient number of Nurses, so you have to try to quickly
increase your Ant-hill level and get some
extra Nurse and workers/soldiers. To do that
you have to lay pheromone tiles and harvest
the Resources from the garden, with which
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you may pay your improvements. Initially
competition will not be very hard as there
is plenty of space for everybody, but during
the mid-game (usually after the first year)
players could be blocked by the opponent’s
pheromones and must start to destroy
them and build their own. Preys are important because they grant you extra food and
some VP, but becomes absolutely necessaries if some Objectives should be paid with
captured Preys. I started my review saying
that the first operation of your game is...
look with high attention to the Objective
tiles: now you know why!
MYRMES is not for all: there are too many
possibilities and decisions to take at every
turn that only expert players will be able
to appreciate the game. When we started playing MYRMES at our club it was a
loooooooooong session (a little more than
three hours) and we needed to check the
rules quite often. The second game was
much better and we did not check the rules
again: after playing a dozen games it takes
about 2 hours to finish and ... we are always
keen to play it because there is always a
new strategy to try and... A bitter revenge
against the other ant-hills to take.
Probably you already understood that I like
MYRMES very much. 
Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION
Designer: Yoann Levet
Artist: Arnaud Demaegd
Price: ca. 33 Euro
Publisher: Ystari Games 2012
www.asmodee.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

13+
TIME:

150+

EVALUATION
Development
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:

Lots of good components * Easy to
learn rules * A plethora of possibilities
and decisions
Compares to:

Complex development and worker
placement games
Other editions:
Rio Grande Games, Asterion Press

My rating:

1 Food to get 2 VP.
To be able to “open” a new level you have
to send 1 Nurse to the Atelier and then pay
the requested resources: for example, to
pass from “0” to “I” you have to pay 2 Earth,
to pass from “II” to “III” you must spend 3
Stones, etc.
(b) - External job. If you send a worker outside the ant-hill you have 3 Movement
points and you may perform the following
jobs:
- Hunt a prey: if your ant stops in a hex with a
Prey you may capture it. If the Prey is a Ladybug you need only to discard a Soldier-ant
(from your reserve inside the ant-hill) and
you immediately get the prey and 2 Food; if
it is a Termite you discard a Soldier and you
get it together with 1 Food end 2 VP; if it is
a Spider you must discard TWO Soldiers but
you get the prey, 1 Food and 4 VP.
- Place a Pheromone: if your ant arrived in
an empty hex (without Preys, special tiles
or other pheromone tiles) you may place
a pheromone tile on the garden. If your
ant-hill is at level “0” you may only place a
“2 hexes” tile, at level “I” a “3 hexes” tile and
so on (your personal board depicts all the
above information and it is very easy to
use). Once your tile is laid on the garden you
immediately place some resources on it: for
each “green” hex that you covered you get 1
Food, for each “brown” tile you get 1 Earth
and for each “grey” hex you get 1 Stone.
- Place a special tile: this action is possible
only if you are at the right ant-hill level: at
level “I” you pay 1 Stone and you may place
a Aphid Farm (that grant you 2 VP immediately and then 1 Food each turn) or, at Level
II, a Scavenging tile (Cost 1 Food and grant
2 VP immediately and 1 Earth or Stone per
turn). At level “III” you may also place a SubColony: it cost 1 Earth+1 Stone+ 1 Food but
it gives you 4 VP immediately and 2 VP extra
per turn.
- Clear a pheromone tile: if your Worker-ant
arrives in a pheromone tile that is completely empty (no resources cubes) you may decide to pay 1 Earth and remove and discard
it forever: if the tile is of one of your opponent you also get the VP printed on it (if it is
one of yours you do not get VP).
FOURTH PHASE: It is finally time to harvest
your properties and accumulate some resources! You simply take ONE resource from
each “non-empty” pheromone tile (your
choice if you have more than one), plus 1
Food from each Aphid Farm, 1 Stone/Earth
from your Scavenging tile and/or 2 VP from
each Sub Colony.
FIFTH PHASE: If you placed some Nurses on
the Atelier it is time to use them to do one of
the following possibilities:
- Increase your ant-hill level (paying the resources specified on your Personal Board)
- Add one of your tunnel exits to the garden

OUR REVIEW
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u 1984: ANIMAL FARM / ANDROID: NETRUNNER

1984: ANIMAL FARM
ARMS RACE AMONG ANIMAL POWERS

Loosely based on the novels by
George Orwell, this game picks
up the topic of Cold War, but with
animals as protagonists: In 1984,
they have taken over from humans and begin an Arms Race;
you embody one of the main
powers and use influence and
agents in unstable regions to
acquire advantages, represented
by victory points.
You play in rounds comprising

the phases of Moves, Alliances,
Spies, Revolution, Buys and End
of Round.
In the movement phase you can
move one agent from one region
into another or you pass. The
main action of the game happens in the alliance phase, you
negotiate and debate and can
use any assets but victory points
in those negotiations. This
phase is not resolved in playing

ANDROID: NETRUNNER

KONTROLLE UND SCHÖPFUNG
A Living Card Game, set in the
Android universe – Runner versus Corporation. Both have their
own deck of cards and goals.
The Corporation can spend three
Clicks per turn for actions; to install server protection or to trace
the runner.
The Runner can spend four
Clicks; for instance for a Run – a
hacker attack on Corporation
with different targets; when he
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manages to get into a server he
might find something valuable
or just destroy the Corporation
project. If you collect seven
points, you win.
The expansion focuses on the
Haas Bioroid Corporation, pioneers in the fields of Artificial
Intelligence, Cybernetics and
Robotics on one hand and on
the Shapers on the Runner side
on the other hand. The expan-
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order, but along the arrows leading from one region to the next,
beginning in Region One.
For an alliance each agent in the
region carries a strength of 1, and
you can use basic and advanced
action cards to strengthen the alliance; each player can only be in
one alliance at a time and there
can only be all players minus one
in an alliance.
If no majority is achieved or no
alliance is forged, nobody gains
influence markers from the region. In the Revolution phase
you use influence to start revolutions with your neighbors, again
you can debate and negotiate.
Successful revolutions earn victory points, the used influence
markers go back into the respective regions.
Whiffs of Diplomacy, but modernized and much more multifarious and also much more interactive due to open negotiations - a
very good negotiations game for
experienced players who know
when it pays to not keep a promise made in negotiations. þ

INFORMATION

sions contains 1165 cards, as
usual made up from three copies each of 55 new cards, there
are 66 cards for Haas-Bioroid,
15 neutral corporation cards, 72
Shaper cards and 12 new runner
cards.
Those cards can be used for two
pre-constructed decks, one for
Haas Bioroid, using identities of
Next Design, Custom Biotics or
Vertebral Imaging, and one for
the Shapers, using identities of
Rielle “Kit” Peddler, Exile or Professor.
The decks can be played against
each other or against decks from
the core game, but you always
need the core game to play.
Creation and Control is an expansion that really and clearly
expands the possibilities for new
strategies and high-risk battles
for both factions; as usual the
only question is:
Do I need it? And each fan of
Android: Netrunner will answer
this with a clear yes and look forward to the next deluxe expansion Honor and Profit, which is
already announced. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: R. Cywicki und Team
Artist: Burda, Chudzio, Zasowski
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Kuźnia Gier 2012
www.kuzniagier.com

EVALUATION
Negotiation game
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: en pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Interesting, unusual topic
* Very heavy emphasis on
negotiations * Good mix of
bluff and tactics
Compares to:
Topic and basic mechanisms in analogy to Diplomacy
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

14+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Garfield, Litzsinger
Artist: Team
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2013
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Living Card Game
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
deluxe expansion with 3
x 55 new cards * Needs
core game for playing *
Features cards for two preconstructed decks
Compares to:
Android Netrunner for topic, and
other LCGs for mechanisms
Other editions:
Fantasy Flight Games, Edge Entertainment, Galakta
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ARE YOU JOKING?

LAUGH AND LEARN!

To learn English is a laughing
matter! At least, that’s what this
game for improving your English
is telling us und proves it with a
selection of jokes, tongue twisters, rhymes and quotations in
English, on 200 double-sided
cards. 252 double-sided tiles
show words, their translation
and phonetic transcription.
Those words are marked in red
when occurring on a text card.

You choose the number of cards
you want to play and each player
draws ten word tiles from the
bag.
One player reads the text and
then lays the card out for all to
see - all others check if the hold
tiles with words from that text
and - if they have some - put
them next to the text card.
There is a time limit of about
10 seconds, the reader slowly

ASGARD

RAGNARÖK - TWILIGHT OF THE GODS
Twilight of the Gods is approaching and Light and Shadow are
fighting for eternal dominance,
gods on both sides support their
followers in this fight, and players
will decide which gods face each
other in Ragnarök.
In five rounds you play the
phases of choosing gods, choosing actions, resolve actions and
battles. You start the game with
three influence discs and can in
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Phase One select an amount of
gods from your hand equal to
your current number of influence discs. In Phase Two you turn
up those cards and place the
discs into empty spots at Gods
or into the Asgard area.
When all discs of all players have
been placed you choose one
and resolve the corresponding
action. Then battles are decided
by comparing strength on both

PLAYED FOR YOU

counts down from 10 to 0. For
each correctly laid-out tile you
can draw a new one and keep
the ones you placed.
The reader cannot place tiles, he
only checks all tiles and takes the
text card.
Instead of drawing a tile you can
swap a tile with another player,
even if the values of the tiles are
different.
If you manage not to laugh till
the end of the countdown, you
may draw an extra tile. If he manages to make everybody laugh,
the reader takes a tile. Whoever
has the highest score from his
tiles when the agreed number
of cards has been played, wins
the game.
You score the side of the tiles
with the higher value! In a variant
you roll a die to determine how
the text is presented and how to
find words.
A witty and attractive way to enhance and improve your knowledge of English, elementary
English is essential, but in case
of different levels of knowledge
you can give more time to the
less practiced players. þ

INFORMATION

sides, you can supplement your
own side with your warriors and
giants.
After rive rounds Ragnarök happens: Battle points are revealed
and you check - in all worlds in
ascending order - the values of
God and People tiles, values of
warriors and giants and values
of Legendary Weapon tiles. In
case of a tie nobody scores and
there is also no scoring when the
people win.
If a god wins you score victory
points for markers next to the
winning tile and at the end of
Ragnarök you win with most
points.
Asgard is a difficult game, difficult to play and difficult to evaluate; the mechanisms are rather
simple but - due to the many
components, the colorful design
and the non-optimum rulebook
- access to the game is rather difficult and the fun in playing does
not match the effort needed, especially due to the rather high
element of chance in the end
game after preparing for it over
five rounds! þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

TIME:

12+

20+

Designer: Gerhard Grubbe
Artist: B. Hölle, M. Dobrindt
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Grubbe Media 2013
www.grubbemedia.de

EVALUATION
Language training game
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Basic knowledge of English
is essential * Very good for
practicing the language *
Nice selection of texts
Compares to:
Other games to learn English
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Pierluca Zizzi
Artist: Mariano Iannelli
Price: ca. 44 Euro
Publisher: What‘s your game? 12
www.hutter-trade.de

EVALUATION
Worker placement
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very colorful graphics *
Lots of components and
details * Rules not very well
structured * High element
of chance in the final phase
of the game
Compares to:
Other worker placement games
Other editions:
Iello, hobbity.eu, What’s Your Game,
Uberplay.it
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u BOOKMAKER / CODINCA

BOOKMAKER

HORSE RACING AND BETTING
A horse racing game that puts,
as indicated by the name, heavy
emphasis on the betting side of
events. At the start you decide
on a number of races, all playes
should be bookies equally often.
Two players are bookies for a
race, in case of more than four
players in the game, and there
is only one bookie in a game
for less than four players. Each
player begins the game with a

12

capital of 1000 $.
Each race comprises the phases
betting and race. For betting,
four cards from the race card
stack are displayed open-faced
and four cards are dealt to each
player - this is meant to let you
assess the horses’ chances, as
there are two sets of cards of
values 1-10 for each of the four
horses.
Bookies decide on their quotas

CODINCA

OPEN TEMPLE WITH PATTERN KEYS
You must form key patterns with
the symbol tiles on the temple
altar of Codinca to get access to
the treasure.
Each player holds a set of four
such tiles, their symbol is determined by the side of the board
that you face, the side shows the
symbol, and you draw a key disc
from each group of patterns for
your template.
Those key discs either show a

16

8

row of four tiles, a block formed
by four tiles arranged in a square,
one tile in each of the four corners or a diagonal of length four
across the board.
At the start you put a lock totem
in the middle of the board, each
player is given a face-down trap
card and, depending on the
number of players, three to five
so-called Luck tokens as well as
a Luck Action card. On your key
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- they must add up to at least 10
- and each player must place a
minimum of one bet.
After a bet is placed the bookie
can lower the quota on this
horse, but must raise it on another, and he can, but need not,
accept bets higher than 10$ for
any given quota. A bookie can
also place a bet himself with the
other bookie.
The race is run by turning up
cards from the stack and moving
the horses accordingly, horses
can share the same position.
At the end the winnings are paid
out by the bookies, not the bank.
If necessary, you borrow money
from the bank which must be repaid with 10% interest. After all
races you win with most money.
If you cannot pay back a loan,
you have lost automatically.
Bookmaker offers an interesting
variant of the horse racing topic
with a very clear emphasis on
the betting side, the races themselves are a necessary side-effect.
All in all a nice family game featuring a standard topic. þ

INFORMATION

discs you can also see if you must
form the pattern showing only
stone sides of the tiles, only gold
sides or by using both sides of
the tables as shown.
In your turn you switch one of
your own tiles on the board with
an adjacent tile und then turn
over any tile on the board.
This can be followed up with a
Luck action. You can form your
patterns in any order, the colors
in the pattern for stone or gold
must correspond to the colors
shown in the key disc. Luck actions change the arrangement
on the board; trap cards turn tiles
over to their stone or gold side,
according to the pattern, Luck
tokens earn you an additional
action as stated by the symbol
on the marker.
You can only announce a completed pattern at the end of your
turn.
Codinca is a nice, abstract family game; basically well-known
mechanisms are nicely combined, the trap cards provide
some frustration, albeit rather
unnecessarily. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

3-9

AGE:

12+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Guiseppe de Carolis
Artist: C. Swal, S. Russo
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Giochi Uniti 2012
www.giochiuniti.it

EVALUATION
Race and betting game
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
The result of the race is
entirely chance-driven *
Chances for a horse need
to be assessed with 80 out
of 80 cards * Detailed betting simulation, very simple
race mechanism
Compares to:
Other horse racing games with a
betting mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: L. Boyd, D. Brashaw
Artist: Leonard Boyd
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Backspindle Games 12
www.backspindlegames.com

EVALUATION
shunting, pattern formation
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pre-production edition
Essen 2012 * Sold out, new
edition in Kickstarter status
* Nice family game * Trap
cards rather superfluous
Compares to:
Shunting game for pattern formation
Other editions:
Kickstarter Project
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PLAYED FOR YOU

DIE TRIBUTE VON PANEM / EATEN BY ZOMBIES t

DIE TRIBUTE VON PANEM

WHO WILL BE A TRIBUTE?
You are an inmate of District 12
and fight for survival while trying to pay tributes to the capital.
When you cannot pay or do not
want to, you put one of your
cards into the lottery pot.
At the start of the game each
player puts one card into the
lottery spot, that is, the glass ball
square.
Then each player is dealt three
of the starting survival cards

10

and the board is supplied with
survival cards according to the
starting condition.
Then you play 12 rounds. At the
start of a round the round marker is advanced and the current
starting player implements the
start-of-round actions, specific
for each round, mostly placing
new cards.
At the end of rounds 4, 7, 10 und
in the final phase of the game

EATEN BY ZOMBIES

IN CAHOOTS

If you are the last human surviving, you will win; it is also possible that all still living can win
together, if there are no zombies
left in the zombie deck or the discard pile; among the living the
one still holding most cards is the
individual winner. You have your
own draw pile and your own discard pile.
The expansion In Cahoots can be
played as an extension for Eaten
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by Zombies or can be played
as a stand-alone game for two
players.
There are two new starting decks
with twelve cards each and also
a new Zombie Set “In Cahoots”
- such a Zombie set always features five cards with a unique
ability. This set comprises one
Level 3 Zombie and four Zombies with a “Draw” icon. Eleven
new Swag piles allow for some

the starting player also collects
the tributes to the Capital.
After the start-of-round actions
you must relocate your marker to
another location and implement
the action of the new location,
which are usually changes in
your card supply or location of
your marker.
Thus you collect the survival card
that you need for paying tribute.
After the final round with a last
paying of tributes to the Capital
a card is drawn from the pot - its
owner is one of the Tributes of
District 12 for the coming Hunger Games and loses the game,
the winner is whoever among
the remaining players owns
most points on his cards.
As regards to flair and authenticity compared to film and book,
the game is great; from player’s
point of view the big chance
factor is rather frustrating, especially for the player who is drawn
to lose, because there are only
limited tactical possibilities for
collecting the cards you need. þ

INFORMATION

variety, six of them are chosen for
a game. You draw six cards from
your previously shuffled starter
deck; in your turn you turn up
the top card from the Zombie
deck and add it to the horde;
then other players can add zombies to the horde. Finally, the active player decides if he wants
to fight or fell. If you fight you
use cards with the corresponding symbol, and do the same in
analogy with cards of the respective symbol if you decide to flee.
When a card has a “draw” symbol
you can play it regardless of the
other symbols.
Zombies eliminated by a player
stay in your deck; if you want to
get rid of them you must add
them to the attacking zombie
horde. If you are most adroit to
use the complex interactions of
the cards, you win.
This offers an interesting mix of
cooperative and competitive
elements; surely an interesting
extension for the genre for fans
of Zombie games, albeit with a
rather large element of chance.
þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Parks, Guild, Kinsella
Artist: C. Raimo, C. Guild
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2013
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Set collecting game
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
The atmosphere and feeling of book and film are
nicely transported * Very
big chance factor * Not a
lot of challenge as regards
to mechanism
Compares to:
Other acquisition games with discarding sets according to demands
Other editions:
Wizkids, USA

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

13+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Max Holliday
Artist: Max Holliday, John Huerta
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Mayday Games 2012
www.maydaygames.com

EVALUATION
Deck building, card management
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Expansion for Eaten by
Zombies! * Playable as a
stand-alone game for two
* Good combination of
cooperative and competitive elements
Compares to:
Other Zombie games, deck building
games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u EMINENT DOMAIN / FLASH 10

EMINENT DOMAIN

EMPIRE OF PLANETS

First and foremost, Eminent Domain is a deck building game
that gives off a strong flavor of
a development game - the topic
of the game is advancement
into space, settling or conquering planets and all this from an
identical start-up situation for
each player.
You have one role card Politics
plus nine more role cards, 1x
Warfare, 2 x Survey, 2x Colonize,

2x Research and 2x Produce/
Trade.
In the optional action phase you
can play a card and implement
its action; the card is then discarded on your own discard pile.
Then you must choose one of
the roles available to all as open
stacks on the table - Warfare,
Survey, Colonize, Research or
Produce/Trade - and implement
it. You can boost this card with

FLASH 10

SORT CARDS QUICKLY
The game comprises a total of
120 cards; 100 cards are numbered from 0 to 99 - 20 of those
number cards are also marked
with a flash and are called Flash
cards - and another 20 cards are
jokers, called Thunder cards.
All 120 cards are shuffled and
each player is dealt ten cards
face-down, and all players lay
out their cards, still face-down,
in a row from left to right. The re-

18

8
maining cards are randomly and
helter-skelter placed in a loose
heap in the middle of the table.
All play simultaneously: First,
on a command from one of the
players, all turn up their cards
simultaneously and then take
one card after the other from the
middle and put it on top of any
of their ten cards.
This is continued until someone
has a row of cards in ascending
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more cards from your hand,
which carry the same symbol.
Cards in your personal display face-up planets and also technology cards - can also be used for
boost the one card you played, if
they are carrying the necessary
symbols.
Now each player has the choice
to pass or to follow this role and
play any number of cards to do
so.
Then you discard cards and draw
cards up to the limit. When either
role cards or influence tiles have
all been used, you win with most
points from influence tiles, technology cards and researched
planets.
A nice and promising idea per
se, to combine deck building
mechanisms with a role selecting mechanism, but somehow
the hybrid does not come up
to expectations, offering only a
rather monotonous flow of the
individual game rounds - too
heavy is the influence of deck
building on the choices for role
selections, and the game could
do with a bit more interaction. þ

INFORMATION

order. You must not put back a
card that you have taken and you
cannot relocate or rearrange a
stack, but you can stack any
number of cards on any given
stack.
The row of ascending numbers
can have gaps, it is only important that the numbers are all in
ascending order. If you manage
such an ascending row you stop
the round: Now all check how
many cards are arranged in correct order, beginning with the
first card on the left, and score
that many points.
Stopping the round gives you
two bonus points. If you stop
the round incorrectly you do not
score at all!
Each visible Flash card earns you
an additional point, each visible
Thunder card scores a penalty
point and you cannot stop the
round with a visible Thunder
card. Whoever is first to score 50
points, wins!
Flash 10 is a well-made, felicitous
new arrival in the genre of fast
card-sorting games, quick, simple and offering a lot of fun. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Seth Jaffe
Artist: Brown, Conrad, Schneider
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2012
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
SciFi deck building game
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en jp
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Interesting mix of mechanisms * Game flow very
even * Tactic depends on
available cards and supplements * No real interaction
Compares to:
San Juan and others for using roles,
Race for the Galaxy for use of planets
Other editions:
Tasty Minstrel Games, Arclight

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Artist: Ingeorge Design
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2013
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
sorting cards
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Plays quickly
and easily * Nice details
Compares to:
All card sorting games, e.g.
Ligretto
Other editions:
Currently none
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FUNKENSCHLAG / GEHEIMCODE 13+4 t

FUNKENSCHLAG

QUEBEC / BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG
Each player represents a corporation producing electricity in
power stations and powering
cities via an electricity network.
During the game you auction
for power stations and buy resources for electricity production
while expanding the network to
power up more cities.
A round has 5 phases: Determine
sequence of play, buy power stations, buy resources, building

and bureaucracy, which comprises earning money, new power
stations and new resources for
the market. If in phase 4 a player
has connected a minimum of 20
cities, the player with the most
connected cities wins.
Quebec: The focus is on energy
production by ecological water
power stations - when they appear they are not removed until
they are bought or replaced.

GEHEIMCODE 13+4

NUMBERS AS CODED BARRIERS
As Secret Agents players need
to take an Amun Re mask from
the museum, but on the way to
the secure storage room there
are light barriers, represented
by number codes, to overcome.
The number tiles are randomly
distributed on all of the light
barrier squares.
All players place their agents in
front of the first barrier. In your
turn you roll all dice: When one of
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the dice shows the code on the
first tile in front of your agent,
you have cracked the code and
deactivated the barrier for him.
If the code number was not
rolled you can combine as many
dice as you want using any combination of the four basic arithmetic operations to achieve the
code number as a result.
Each die can only be used once
in a calculation and you hand

PLAYED FOR YOU

Power stations 13, 18 and 22 are
stacked on top of the stack that
was prepared, 22 as the lowest
one, then 18 and 13 on top.
Baden-Württemberg: The sequence of phases in a round is
changed, first you auction the
power station and then you
adapt the order of play; some
supra-regional cities can only be
connected from Level 2 on.
When no power stations are
sold, the two smallest ones are
removed and replaced from the
supply pile. When in phase 3 a
power station is displayed with
a number lower than or equal
to the number of cities held by
the player with most connected
cities, this power station is not
taken out of play.
Level 2 begins after phase 4
when the first player has connected 9, 6 or 5 cities, according to the respective number of
players.
Resources are available according to special tables for both
maps.
As usual the motto for this is:
Want to have, want to buy it. þ

INFORMATION

the dice that you used to find
the number to your neighbor. If
you rolled or correctly calculated
the code you move your agent to
the next barrier.
Now, if there are dice left over,
you can roll those dice again
and try to deactivate the next
barrier. You keep on playing until you either have no die left or
the next code number cannot
be achieved with the remaining
dice.
Code numbers that you have deactivated for your agent remain
in place, each player must deactivate them for his agent. Whoever is first to deactivate Code 20,
wins the game.
You finish the round and should
another player, or several other
players, reach the secure storage
room during this final round, the
successful agents have won together.
A nicely camouflaged and thrilling training for mental arithmetic, and the Agent/Theft topic is
absolutely okay for the age of the
target group. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Artist: Lars-Arne Kalusky
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: 2F-Spiele 2012
www.2f-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Development game
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Can only be used with
the core game * Special
resources tables * New
edition of both maps, both
previously published in
different editions
Compares to:
Funkenschlag and all other expansions
Other editions:
Rio Grande USA

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Jürgen P. K. Grunau
Artist: Stefan Fischer
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2012
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Arithmetic game with dice
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good training for mental
arithmetic * Topic always
thrilling for children * Lots
of fun with simple means
Compares to:
Arithmetic games with dice determining the way how to find a result
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u GOBB‘IT / GOTTA GO!

GOBB‘IT

SNAKE EATS CHAMELEON
48 cards featuring creatures are
dealt evenly and face down to all
players; you win w round if you
are the last one with cards.
In turn you turn up your top card
and are active as the animal now
visible. There are always four animal in a food chain of one color,
and each color represents a type
of landscape. Gorillas kill all animals, snakes eat chameleons and
chameleons eat flyquitos.

8

Flyquitos also exists in two colors on one card. If you could eat
something, you must cover your
prey quickly with one hand; if
you might be eaten, you must
protect yourself quickly by covering the open stack with your
hand; the faster player involved
takes the eaten or protected
open stack and puts it beneath
his draw pile.
As the gorilla does not eat, stacks

GOTTA GO!

LET SOMEONE ELSE PAY THE BILL
You go out for dinner with
friends, but are planning to
leave as quickly as you can so
that whoever is left behind - depending on the number of players - will have to pick up the bill
for all.
Cards show meals made up from
combinations of one of seven
dishes and one out of seven
drinks, each combination exists
only once. You are dealt three

20

8

cards and hold them stacked
face down, all other meal cards
and Gotta Go! cards - one less
than there are players - are on
the table face-down.
Now you take cards, one by one,
using only one hand - first from
your hand until empty, and then
from the table. For each card you
decide if you want to keep it or if
you put it back, face down again.
Should you find a Gotta Go! card
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killed by the gorilla go out of
play, that is, as graveyard into
the middle of the table.
As soon as there is a graveyard,
the Gobb’it rule applies:
When Fliquitos of all colors are
visible, all players need to put
their hand on the graveyard and
say “Gobb’it” - the slowest player
gives his open stack to the fastest
player, all others put their open
stack underneath their draw pile.
If you have lost all cards you turn
Poltergeist, you can send cards
of identical type and color to the
graveyard.
When the Poltergeist is quicker
the deck he touches goes to the
graveyard; if you successfully
protect your deck against him,
you put it under your draw pile.
If you use the expert rules the
back side of the graveyard comes
into play, too.
Witty, simple and not at all easy,
this is a lot of fun and tasks you
with observing closely as well as
thinking quickly and reacting
even more quickly! þ

INFORMATION

you can keep it, announce it and
stop playing for the round. If you
want to go on, you put it back
face-down and hope for another
one for later.
When all Gotta Go! cards have
been found, the round ends whoever did not get one, scores
penalty points in relation to the
cards he collected.
Whoever got a Gotta Go! card,
but has a dish or a drink twice,
scores one penalty point. If you
have a Gotta Go! card and no
doubles on your cards you score
the number of cards you collected, squared. Whoever reaches or
passes 75 points first at the end
of a round, wins.
Gotta Go! is a fast card game,
where you need to think carefully about stopping or playing
on, as you cannot take the Gotta
Go! cards whenever you want
but must wait if one appears - if
it appears!
And secure 4x4 points are better
as insecure 6x6, or not?
If you have time to spare you can
use your neighbors’ displays for
your decisions, too. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: P. Tournier und Team
Artist: Nicolas Fumanal
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Old Chap Éditions 13
http://tablerase.oldchapeditions.com

EVALUATION
Reaction game
Users: For families
Version: fr
Rules: en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very pretty drawing * Poltergeist is a felicitous detail
* Simply, witty mechanisms
Compares to:
Jungle Speed and other
games with reactions on visible cards
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-10

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Chu-Lan Kao
Artist: Tu Peishu
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Swan Panasia 2012
www.smiling-monster.com

EVALUATION
Card collecting game
Users: For families
Version: cn
Rules: en de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
German rules for download
* Available with rules from
Smiling Monster * Nice
gamily card game with a
Can’t Stop mechanism *
Tactic in the timing of stopping to collect
Compares to:
Card collecting games with a stop
mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none
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I SPY ABC PUZZLE / KARLO KAROTTENSCHRECK t

I SPY ABC PUZZLE

RHYME AND PICTURE FORM A PAIR
By making use of the concept of
two-part puzzles and of the I Spy
concept you correlate rhymes
and images in this game or combine rhymes.
A puzzle pair always comprises
one text half with a verse and
one image half; two corresponding text halves make up a pair of
verses and are marked with an
identical color bar.
Using the 16 puzzle pairs and 8

verses you can play five different
games, for some of the games
adult assistance is necessary.
Discover Pairs of Puzzles - the
text is read out and players look
for the image pictured on the
text half and featured in the text.
Listen and Compare - The image halves are dealt evenly to all
players; text halves are turned up
one by one and read, players add
corresponding picture parts.

KARLO KAROTTENSCHRECK

CARROTS AND A HOPPING RABBIT
Players pinch carrots off Karlo
Karottenschreck’s rabbit warren, but must be careful not to
frighten Karlo, as everyone wants
to end up with most carrots.
The rabbit warren is set up and
all the little carrots are planted in
it; finally you put Karlo Karottenschreck on top. Take care that he
is correctly placed!
Then each player takes a little
basket for the carrots and you
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set out the spinner.
The rules suggest that you
choose the player who can do
the highest jump for a starting
player. In your turn you use the
spinner and do what is depicted
in the segment on which the arrow stopped: You pull one carrot out of the warren or you may
even pull two carrots from the
warren or, if you are unlucky, you
need to discard one of the car-

PLAYED FOR YOU

Find Verses - This needs basic
reading capabilities; you use only
the text halves of the puzzles
and first sort out corresponding
verses; then you deal one half of
all verses to all players and read
out the other halves one by one
and players add the second, corresponding text.
Read and Combine - you distribute the image halves to all players. In turn each player choses a
text half; if it fits one of his image
halves he sets down the pair; if
not, the text card is put back into
general stock on the table.
Finally, Memo - you shuffle all
puzzle parts face down on the
table; then you play a standard
memo game; in a turn you reveal
two halves - if they correspond
you keep the pair and can turn
up another two halves. If you can
collect most pairs, you win.
This collection of simple games
offers good practice for listening and observing, easy fun and
learning at the same time! þ

INFORMATION

rots you already collected or can
do nothing at all. Each carrot that
you touch must be pulled out. All
inactive players put both their
hands on the table, palm down.
You always need to pay close attention and need to have quick
reactions, because Karlo is easily
frightened and then jumps out
of his warren.
If you manage to catch him when
he jumps before he touches the
table you earn a bonus and may
take two carrots out of other
players’ baskets.
When more than one player
catches Karlo, the bonus goes to
the player whose hand is directly
beneath Karlo.
Karlo jumping means the end of
the game; all players count their
carrots, and if you have most of
them in your basket you win the
game or the round.
Nice, funny, and a hands-down
favorite with children, besides
being a good training for reactions and hand-eye-coordination, because Karlo’s jumps are
quite unpredictable. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

4-8

TIME:

15+

Designer: not named
Artist: Scholastic Entertainment
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Gamefactory 2013
www.gamefactory.ch

EVALUATION
Spotting and memo
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Nice mix of mechanisms *
Adult assistance necessary
* Some games need reading abilities
Compares to:
Other games in the I Spy series
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2+

AGE:

4+

TIME:

10+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Goliath Toys 2013
www.goliathgames.de

EVALUATION
Action game
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice mechanisms * Children love it * Good practice
for reaction and hand-eye
coordination
Compares to:
Cowboyschreck, Lotti Karotti and
other chance-driven action games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u KARNAG / LA VENISE DU NORD

KARNAG

DRUIDS CONTRA
CREATURES FROM THE DEPTH
An invasion from unfathomable
depths must be fended off in
the forests of Karnag. During five
rounds, as a druids you capture
monsters and set up magical
barriers around the Gate of Ker
Ys.
The rounds comprise the phases
of Determination of playing order - Progression of the creatures
- Preparation of the Action cards
- Choice of the actions - Perform-

ing of the actions - Activation of
gemstones - The Sylvan Council.
Creatures already on the board
move automatically, orthogonally on free squares; for new ones
dice determine the number and
location of their materialization.
Each player has five action markers to choose actions on action
cards. You place one marker in
turn, available places on cards
are limited.

LA VENISE DU NORD

BRIDGES AND WORKSHOPS IN BRUGES
Bruges in the 15th century - we
are rich burghers and head of a
town quarter; we build bridges,
hire master builders and construct workshops to produce
lace, luxury clothing and jewelry
and can sell the goods at the
market or export them via the
harbor.
A player’s turn comprises dice
rolling, burgher movement, activating of arrival tile, secondary
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activations, building of bridges
and producing of goods; any
time in your turn you can use
master builder cards.
You roll two dice from your stock
or take them off a quarter tile;
the dice results are used at your
choice for moving the burgher
by the exact number of steps of
one die and then to activate the
tile you arrive at, if you want and
if the tile is empty or the value
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Actions are split into main and
secondary actions, main actions
are resolved first. Two or three orthogonally adjacent gemstones
are automatically changed into
Menhirs; the gemstones go back
to the player and he scores victory points for the number of
squares taken up by the Menhirs
and their locations.
At the end of the round you
score victory points for the number of your druids in the Sylvan
council; if you have the majority
there you advance one step on
one of the knowledge tracks.
Druids are placed on the council
after capturing a creature, placing a gemstone or brewing a
potion.
Fantasy adventure yes, invade
and slash definitely no - you
must plan your causality chains
carefully, from brewing potions
for Mana for use for creating
gemstone and capturing monsters to creating of Menhirs - this
is more worker placement than
adventure, but interesting and
offering several different levels
of activity threads. þ

INFORMATION

of your die is less or equal to
the value of the die already on
the tile. Tiles yield raw materials or cards; raw materials are
acquired according to the color
and value of the die and placed
on your board into stock, into a
workshop or on a master builder
card to activate it.
Cards for workshops, orders and
master builder are put on your
board, workshops need to be
built before you can use them.
On activated market or harbor
tiles you can sell goods.
When, at the end of around, the
game end conditions are met,
each player has one more turn
and then you win with most victory points from sold goods, built
bridges and activated master
builder cards.
This game provides a lot of atmosphere and decisions, and a
good balance between the luck
of the dice rolls, tactics and interaction, it would have merited
a lot more attention instead of
kind of being overlooked in the
huge amount of new releases in
2012. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

150+

Designer: Pascal Cadot
Artist: Yuio
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: SitDown! 2012
www.sitdown.be

EVALUATION
Fantasy, Worker placement
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very beautiful components
* And also very beautiful
graphics * Long downtimes possible
Compares to:
Worker placement games with
causality chains
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Sébastien Dujardin
Artist: Elise Catros
Price: ca. 32 Euro
Publisher: Asyncron Games 12
www.asyncron.fr

EVALUATION
worker Placement
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive components
* Some gaming experience
is necessary * Game end
quickly if a player is allowed
a bridge-building-only
strategy
Compares to:
Die Burgen von Burgund or Troyes for
use of dice to choose actions
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

LADIES & GENTLEMEN / LYSSAN t

LADIES & GENTLEMEN

EARN MONEY, SPEND MONEY!
As a team you want to be the
best dressed and most renowned pair at the dance; the
gentleman earns money, the
lady goes shopping; they face
each other across the table and
all play simultaneously, but direct communication is not allowed.
You play six rounds comprising
the phases morning, afternoon
and evening. In the morning

each lady determines what is
sold at her favorite store and
places an atelier card at the shop.
Then all cards are revealed and
you draw as many cards as indicated on the card; one is placed
in the shop window, the others
stacked beneath.
Then each lady secretly determines the shop where she wants
to buy. Meanwhile, the gentlemen take tiles as fast as they can,

LYSSAN

TRIUMPH OR SHAME?
The realm of Lyssan needs to be
reunited and you can do that by
acquiring the most triumphs. You
begin with four influence cards,
place two castles, two knights,
two nobles, one priest and one
spy on the board and can then
play as many influence cards
as you want, paying for them
other influence cards; then you
determine the first order of play
in ascending order of amount of
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influence.
Then you play rounds of four
seasons: In spring revealed triumphs are awarded for majorities, provided there is a revealed
triumph in sequence next to it. In
case of a tie the lower number of
debts is the tie-breaker. In summer you gather taxes, command
your armies, engage in intrigues,
hire new agents and cope with
shame from prior turns. You

look at them and put them back
or keep up to three; if you draw
a number tile you stop.
In the afternoon each lady takes
the cards of the shop she chose
and keeps any number of cards
or - when more than one lady
has chosen the shops - picks one
card and hands them on, etc. All
gentlemen can either sell goods
in order of their drawn number
tiles or complete contracts by
discarding goods.
In the evening the lady hands
her purchase to the gentlemen
who can put it back underneath
the stack or hand it back to her
for later use or pay the cost.
After six rounds the pair with
most elegance points from the
lady’s wardrobe and an eventual
maid wins; the wardrobe must
contain one evening dress, only
pieces from two designers and
not more than one item of the
same kind.
Simple, rules, little direct interaction - but when all really enter
into their roles the result is a nice
“role” game with an unusual and
fun retro topic. þ

INFORMATION

get rid of shame by discarding
influence or by drawing a card
from the debt deck; shame is acquired by agents that are killed
in the field or from denunciations made by the clergy. In autumn you can again gather tax
or acquire influence. In winter
the order of play is adapted. You
are ousted from the game if you
lose your last castle or cannot get
rid of all shame in autumn and
summer. Triumphs of an ousted
player are distributed to the
other players in clockwise directions. You win instantly with the
demanded number of triumph
in relation to number of players,
or if you are the last ne in play
or with most triumphs when all
have been revealed.
Based on standard topic and
mechanisms, Lyssan provides
some clever, fresh and unusual
mechanism details and also
plays a lot faster than the “big”
related games like Runewars;
the possibility to negotiate adds
another layer of possibilities and
also some flair. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

4-10

AGE:

TIME:

14+

30+

Designer: Loïc Lamy
Artist: Mèlanie Fuentes
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Libellud 2013
de.asmodee.com

EVALUATION
Resources Management
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Satiric comment on clichés
* Players must really get
into their roles to make the
game work * Simple basic
rules with little interaction
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

180+

Designer: Sam Brown
Artist: Amato, Jedruszek, Madej
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Thornhenge 2012
www.lyssan.com

EVALUATION
Conflict, resources
Users: For experts
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very attractive design *
Standard mechanisms and
topic, but clever and interesting mechanism details
like getting rid of shame to
stay in the play
Compares to:
All games on succession to thrones
featuring conflicts and resources
management
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u MASCARADE / MATOBO

MASCARADE

I‘M THE BISHOP - BLUFF OR FACT?
With abilities of hidden characters you are meant to acquire 13
gold and win. If somebody goes
bankrupt, the richest player wins
instantly.
You start the game with six gold
coins, all player’s coins are always
visible. The remaining coins and
the Court marker are laid out;
characters according to the number of players are distributed and
laid out face-up; when all players

have seen all cards, the cards are
turned over. Character markers
are laid out as a remainder of
characters in play.
The first four players swap two
cards each - their own and one
from the table or from another
player - or maybe they don’t.
Then you have three choices per
turn:
You swap your own card with another player’s beneath the table,

MATOBO

STOCK OR BUILD?

You want to build as many columns as possible and build them
as high as you can. 39 pieces in
five shapes are distributed on the
board at the start of the game,
identical shapes should not be
adjacent.
For a starting move you place
your pawn on a piece of your
choice. Then, in each turn, you
move your pawn, always across
hex edges only. You have three
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8
choices for your move: 1) you
move your pawn onto an immediately adjacent piece.
Then you can either pick up the
piece you just vacated and put
it into your personal stock or should you already have some
pieces of the same shape - you
can take all those pieces from
your stock and stack them on
the piece you just vacated and
claim the column with a marker
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or maybe not, or you look at
your card or you declare a character. If you make a declaration,
all other players can protest in
turn. If nobody protests, you use
the ability of the named character. When one or several players
declare that they are the person
you named all players involved
reveal their cards.
Should someone really be the
declared character he implements the character’s ability.
All players who declared or protested wrongly, pay one coin to
Court. You can also play your
own mix of characters, only the
Judge must always be in play,
and for some characters there
are different victory condition.
Observation and some calculated risks in bluffing are necessary,
to much effort for memorizing
can be stressful; better to risk a
coin and see some cards, hopefully.
The fun in this game is indescribable, you need to experience it
yourself, and hopefully still know
which card in your hand beneath
the table is your own! þ

INFORMATION

of your color.
This stacking option can only be
chosen if the column thereby
created is at least equal in height
to any other column of the same
shape already on the board.
A column that was claimed cannot be extended. 2) You jump
over any number of empty hexes
onto a piece and have then again
the choice to collect the vacated
piece or build a column on it. 3)
You jump in a straight line onto
an empty hex and can jump
over any number of your own
columns.
You can never end a move on a
column and cannot jump over
columns or pawns of others.
When all pieces are taken you
score the columns, “number of
pieces x 2 minus 1 point”, that
is e.g., 9 points for a column of
five pieces, as well as majorities
in kinds of remaining pieces and
win with the highest total.
Beautiful, elegant, classy and
good - a lovely extension for
the genre of abstract placement
and collecting games, featuring
sophisticated details. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-13

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Bruno Faidutti
Artist: Jérémy Masson
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Repos Productions 13
www.rprod.com

EVALUATION
Bluff, deduction
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it jp pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fantastic illustrations *
Well-balanced characters *
Works will with all numbers
of players
Compares to:
Citadel, The Resistance and other
character deduction games
Other editions:
Asterion Press, Rebel.pl, Hobby Japan

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Christwart Conrad
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 58 Euro
Publisher: Intellego Holzspiele 13
www.intellego-holzspiele.de

EVALUATION
Abstract placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Elegant and sophisticated
as all Intellego Games *
Challenging game but
simple rules * Four play in
two teams, two and three
play head-to-head
Compares to:
Mixtour, other games on collecting
pieces for column-building
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

NAUTILUS / OVO t

NAUTILUS

WILL YOU BE NEMO‘S FIRST MATE?
Captain Nemo wants to name
the First Mate for the Nautilus
and will choose the best one in
five domains important to Captain Nemo. In six rounds you
place diver cards next to Science, Exploration, Navigation,
Engineering and War along the
Nautilus.
Special cards are shuffled and
stacked face down, and so are
the Diver cards. In each round

you place five Domain cards
open-faced on the squares of the
board and each player is dealt
five Diver cards.
Then the starting player of the
round draws two special cards,
keeps one and hands the other
one to his opponent. Special
cards are either played like Diver
cards or are played before you
play a Diver card, they give you
special actions. Players in their

OVO

TAKE HIDDEN SYMBOLS HOME
The game consists of 20 eggshaped playing pieces, well,
eggs, that are all marked with a
symbol - 4 x circle, 4 x triangle,
6 x diamond and 6 x star. In a
game for two players you use six
eggs, in a game for four people
you play with four eggs with the
same symbol.
Your task is to bring those eggs
to the opposing camp and back
- sounds simple, but there is a
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drawback - only on the way to
the opposing camp do the eggs
show their symbols - on the way
back to your own camp the symbols are hidden, and - as the eggs
are now travelling anonymously
- any player can move any egg
with hidden symbol.
You play in clockwise direction.
In your turn you can do one of
three possible actions: 1) you can
move one of your own eggs one

turn place one card on any side
of the Nautilus on a free spot
next to a Domain card. A Diver
card with an arrow triggers
movement - a card already in
place can be relocated - depending on the kind of arrow - to a
free spot on the opposite or the
same side of the Nautilus.
Cards with an arrow allow you to
relocate a card either to the opposite spot or to another spot
on the same side of the Nautilus. When all ten places are filled,
Domain cards are awarded to the
player who has the higher value
on the diver card on his side of
the Nautilus. After six rounds you
compare Domain cards for each
Domain; if you have more victory points for the domain, you
win the domain and if you win
the majority of domains you win
the game.
Nautilus offers solid entertainment, also for not very experienced players, the special cards
and the movement mechanism
nicely boost the simple basic
mechanisms and allow some
tactic. þ

INFORMATION

step in any direction or you can
jump over another egg; chain
jumps are allowed provided
the target spot for each jump is
empty.
When an egg with visible symbol
reaches an opposing camp, it is
turned over instantly and permanently to hide the symbol. 2) You
can move a blank egg in analogy
to one of your own eggs, or 3)
you can check a hidden symbol, but can then make no egg
movement. You need not have
all eggs turned over to hidden
symbol status to begin moving
back to camp.
In a game of four players you can
use any opposing camps to turn
over an egg. If you believe that
all your eggs are home you announce this and check. If you are
right, you win, otherwise your
opponent wins, or you remove
your eggs from the board and
the others go on playing.
Beautiful and elegant, as all
Gigamic games, difficult and
challenging - a felicitous new
addition to the genre of abstract
games for two players. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Charles Chevallier
Artist: Yuio
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Libellud 2013
www.de.asmodee.com

EVALUATION
Placement, majorities
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive design * Simple
mechanisms * German
Rules a bit imprecise
Compares to:
Blue Moon, Shanghaien
and other games using value comparisons for majority evaluation
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Rachel Foulon
Artist: Design France
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Gigamic 2013
www.gigamic.com

EVALUATION
Placement, memo
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive, elegant design
* Simple, yet challenging,
mechanisms * Plays well
with two and with four
players
Compares to:
Placement games with hidden piece
identification
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u PELICAN BAY / PHARAO CODE

PELICAN BAY

NINE POINTS FOR THE JUNGLE WITH BRIDGE
Tropical Caribbean landscapes,
depicted on landscape tiles are
placed to form islands and little
pools or long stretches of beach,
jungle or water.
You begin with two tiles in hand,
seven pelicans are evenly distributed to all players, and a surplus
is neutral stock.
In you turn you place one or two
tiles from your hand, all touching edges must correspond, and

10

you need to put the second tile
to the same area as the first, you
one you will score.
The two tiles must not necessarily be placed next to each
other. When both tiles have been
placed, you score the biggest are
you extended, with one point
per tile in the area.
When close an area you mark it
with a pelican and score closed
and biggest open area now or

PHARAO CODE

ROLL DICE AND CALCULATE!
48 tiles show numbers and can
be won with mathematical
calculations. The tiles are colorcoded for four different levels of
difficulty.
The game board shows ten areas
and each area shows a color for
the level of difficulty; you place
any corresponding tile on it; the
rest of the tiles is sorted by color
and set aside for the following
rounds.
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10

At the start of the round any of
the players rolls three dice - one
eight-sided, one ten-sided and
one twelve-sided die, showing
numbers 1-8, 1-10 and 1-12, respectively; the results of the roll
are the numbers that are used in
this round.
Now each of the players for
himself uses at least two of the
numbers and combines them
with the use of the four basic ar-
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after a second, complete turn,
at your choice. This can happen
several times and you can also
close several areas at the same
time.
Pelicans for marking are taken
first from neutral stock and then,
if necessary, from other players.
You keep them after scoring!
There are special rules for your
joker, the end phase of the game
and the final scoring of Pelicans
you hold at the end, you win with
the highest total.
Very beautiful, with well-discernible landscapes that can
yet surprise you with the easilyoverlooked bridges that stop an
area from being closed.
All in all, Pelican Bay is rather
dependent on chance due the
drawing of the tiles; joker and
changed turn or in the final
phase try to even this out, but
there is a lot of looking and
thinking and counting and
sometimes also consulting the
rules, because there are a lot of
exceptions and special rules for
a basically rather simple game. þ

INFORMATION

ithmetical operations to achieve
a result that corresponds to one
of the numbers on the board.
If you have reached a result you
take the tile off the board; the
first one to do so turns over the
sand-timer. When the timer has
run down, each player shows his
solution and all check if it is correct. If yes, then you put the tile
down showing the number side;
if not, you turn the tile you took
over and put it down, too.
Then you fill the gaps on the
board with tiles according to
the color. If you cannot fill all areas on the board the game ends
and each scarab depicted on the
back of a tile showing its number
side is worth one point, and each
scarab on the face-down tiles
represents one penalty point.
You win with the best total result.
If you play the expert version,
you can take more than one tile
in a round.
A nice, quick and simple game,
the zest is to be quick enough to
achieve the “difficult” results for
more scarabs. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

40+

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Artist: Rolf Vogt
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Drei Hasen i. d. A. 13
www.hasehasehase.de

EVALUATION
Tile placement Game
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple mechanism, yet
long down-times * Double
movement when closing
an area can result in chains
of turns for a player *
Enchanting graphics
Compares to:
Carcassonne and other placement
games using corresponding edges
and interim scoring of regions.
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

20+

Designer: James Lim
Artist: Junho Na
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2013
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Calculation game
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en kr pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple mechanisms *
Quickly explained and
quickly played * Nice family
game
Compares to:
All calculation games for finding
given results
Other editions:
Korea Board Games 2012; G3, Poland,
2013
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PLAYED FOR YOU

PROXY WARS / PYRAMIDION t

PROXY WARS

GREEN ENGAGE VS MEGACORP
Confrontation between a Mega
Corporation and an Environmental Protection Agency in an
expandable card game, in which
players use agents to achieve the
goal of their faction, either maximum use of planetary resources
or optimum protection of the
environment.
You use your agents to control a
board that is individually evolving during a game by laying out

cards. In order to win you must
conquer cards on the board and
eliminate opposing agents. You
start the game with a stock of 10
agents, represented by wooden
discs, and a set of cards for your
faction.
One game turn for a player comprises one action out of five possible actions: Play a new card - recruit an agent - move and agent
- attack enemy agents - resolve

PYRAMIDION

SUPPLY FOR BUILDING THE PYRAMID
The Cheops pyramid is being
built and you are responsible
for supplies and use contacts to
merchants, torturers and negotiators to load boats with commodities for Gizeh.
The phases of a round: 1) Renew
boat cards - you re-fill the display to five cards. 2) Resources
distribution - Left-over resources remain in place, new ones are
placed according to the distribu-
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tion card; then you turn up the
distribution card for next round.
3) Resources negotiation - for
each negotiator troop at a site
you take one resource of your
choice from the site. 4) Character cards - The basic cards are
handed back to their owners, the
other cards are shuffled and four
cards are dealt to each player. 5)
Site activation/resolution, the
most important phase of the

card action. Agents are recruited
via recruitment cards that need
to be on the board.
The cards show icons for Personality, Organization, Recruitment,
Location, Attack and Defense
Values, Victory Points, all with
bonus values, Resources, Events
and Spawn. Special abilities demand the presence of an agent
on the card to be activated.
Should at any time during the
game the number of recruited
agents of a player plus the
number of victory points on his
cards be higher than the total
of opposing agents and victory
points (captured agents do not
count), this player instantly wins
the game.
The concept of using cards to
create a board has been cleverly implemented, the variety
of card possibilities needs some
time to familiarize oneself with
all they can do; scenarios and
web sites that were announced
for background stories and both
factions are in various stages of
being created. þ

INFORMATION

round. The active player actives
an inactive site und resolves it,
if necessary; then all in turn play
one character card for the site or
pass; special characters and goddess cards are resolved immediately, as are special abilities of a
site that is activated by a card.
When all have passed, the site
is resolved for Revolt, Torturer,
Negotiator and Merchant; cards
that were used are discarded. 6)
Adjust turn order - you adapt
the order according to markers
taken in Gizeh. 7) Load boats - in
player order you discard necessary resources and take the corresponding boat card. 8) Secretly
check victory points on your
boat cards, if you have accrued
10 victory points, you win.
A well-made bidding game on
resources and influence for players liking an Egypt topic; the site
ability of Cairo - to remove an opposing troop - or using the revolt
can cause some aggravation. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

14+

TIME:

15+

Designer: R. Weiniger und Team
Artist: Sevilla, Tavares, Cunha
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Game Engineers 2012
www.proxy-wars.com

EVALUATION
Cards, modular board
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Game board laid out with
cards from hand * Currently
available are two basic sets
and one expansion set *
Some gaming experience is
advantageous
Compares to:
LCGs and other expandable card
games, games using cards from hand
to make up a board
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Yannick Gervais
Artist: Schlemmer, Schneider
Price: ca. 21 Euro
Publisher: White Goblin Games 12
www.whitegoblingames.com

EVALUATION
Resources management
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive design * Good,
clear rules * Standard
mechanism * Aggravation
factors Revolt and Cairo
Special Ability
Compares to:
Bidding games for using advantages
Other editions:
Currently none
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u QIN / QUBIX

QIN

PROVINCES, VILLAGES AND PAGODAS
China, more than 2000 years
ago - realms arise and expand.
As a prince you are settling the
outback, are founding provinces and annexing villages, all
marked by setting up pagodas.
But regions can be conquered
by other players and your pagodas replaced by those of the
conqueror.
The game comprises tiles showing two province squares in red,

8

blue or yellow; the tiles can be
monochromatic or show squares
in two different colors. In your
turn you place one of your three
tiles onto savannah squares,
never on water, villages or other
province squares; a newly placed
tile must be adjacent to one already placed.
Placing a tile usually triggers
one of several possible events:
Founding or expanding a prov-

QUBIX

FORM AND SCORE PATTERNS
You try to construct template
patterns on your own or an opponent’s board; all players use
the same side of their doublesided boards.
A stack as main warehouse is
put together, according to the
template in the rules or at your
own discretion, always size 5x5;
block colors are not assigned to
players.
On your board you have a per-
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sonal warehouse and a construction area. In your turn you
can take a free block from the
main warehouse - it must be accessible from above and from at
least one side - and put it into
your warehouse or on any construction area; or you can put
one or several blocks from your
warehouse onto any construction area.
Blocks of size 2 and 3 can never
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ince, forming a major province,
annexing or taking over a village
or taking over a province. A province is any connected area of two
or more squares of the same color; each newly formed province
is marked with a pagoda.
When a province borders a village this is also marked with a pagoda. When provinces or major
provinces - those are provinces
of five or more squares and are
marked with a double pagoda
- connect to other players’ provinces or annexed villages, the
player who has more pagodas in
his area takes over the adjacent
region.
Major provinces cannot be
taken over and can also not be
connected to each other if of
the same color. If you are able to
place your last pagoda, you win.
Qin is a beautiful placement
game, simple and sophisticated;
you must take care not to leave
opportunities to your opponents.
The two different boards offer
different challenges, the Lion
board is more difficult as it features more water. þ

INFORMATION

be placed vertically; a new layer
can only be begun when the
previous one is complete and
your construct can only have
three layers. Warehouses of other
players are inaccessible and the
personal warehouses can only
have one layer.
If you have formed a pattern on
your own construction area, you
score it alone, a pattern on another board also scores points for
the owner of the board. The color
of the pattern is not important,
but it must be monochromatic.
For scoring a pattern it must be
visible from above, regardless of
the layer where the pieces are
situated, the areas not belonging
to the pattern must be empty or
be of another color.
Seems simple at first glance, is
exceedingly challenging at the
second glance and then turns
out to be a sophisticated game
in which you must use all visible
information - what constructs do
the opponents have so for, which
blocks are in his warehouse, can
I take over his efforts with one of
my blocks to score a pattern? þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: D. Lohausen, A. Resch
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2012
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Two different boards *
Very simple basic rules
* Additional boards are
announced
Compares to:
Carcassonne and other placement
games with claiming and enlarging
regions
Other editions:
Gigamic, Lautapelit, White Goblin,
R&R Games

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

7+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Adam Kałuža
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Granna 2012
www.granna.pl

EVALUATION
abstract, placement
Users: With friends
Version: pl
Rules: de en pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Despite target age only
good for families with
some gaming experience
* Good spatial thinking is
very helpful
Compares to:
Pueblo and other three-dimensional
constructs for pattern formation
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

QUICKOMINO / SHAFAUSA t

QUICKOMINO

FOUR-SIDED SIMULTANEOUS DOMINO
49 square tiles are - mostly - carrying pictures on both sides, they
show four-sided clover leaves on
a blue, green or red background;
in each of the four leaves another
image is depicted. The background color of each image correlates to the level of difficulty.
For every game you choose one
of the colors and thus a level of
difficulty - blue represents an
easy game, green a medium

6

one and red stands for a game
at expert level- You sort out the
necessary tiles and shuffle them
face down.
One tile is placed for a starting
tile, the rest is dealt evenly to all
players. On a Signal all players
turn over their tiles and all try at
the same time to place their tiles
in a way that the images correspond to the images on the adjacent tiles You turn over all tiles

SHAFAUSA

MINE RESOURCES, ACCULMULATE RICHES
In Switzerland in a parallel universe the Dwarves of Shafausa
have discovered rare resources
and the rivalry for their exploitation begins.
You represent one people and
in each round you can shop for
buildings, mines or warehouses,
swap currency or influence commerce to increase the assets of
your people.
A round comprises: Mining of

www.gamesjournal.at

resources, order of play, buy
building and build warehouse;
husbandry with any number
of actions; administration of
resources with sale of surplus,
buildings and free market; speculation and check for end of game.
Those are the basic elements
which are used in three games
of different levels of difficulty Family, Geek or Colonial variant.
In the Family variant you win

PLAYED FOR YOU

first and then search for suitable
spots! Tiles are not turned over
and placed one by one! Whoever
places his last tile first, wins the
game.
The images on the tiles are easily
distinguished, albeit sometimes
depicted in very similar colors and of course a tile that is placed
adjacent to more than one tile
already in place must show
corresponding images with all
tiles that it touches when being
placed.
As all players play simultaneously the display is changing very
quickly and if you cannot place
at a tile you simply pass until one
one of your tiles fits.
Quickomino continues the series
of nice, felicitous family games
from Piatnik in the small square
box;
Quickomino, too, is pretty, simple, plays quickly and is a good
game for in-between or for beginners, with very concise rule
and offering lots of fun in looking and being quicker than all
others. þ

INFORMATION

with most victory points; the
speculation phase is left out, and
the order of play is determined
according to the order of the
previous round - the second one
plays first, the third one comes
second, etc.
In the Geek version there is an
auction for the order of play,
buildings are bought, you can
construct up to two warehouses, and the victory conditions are
different.
The Colonial version needs a different set-up at the start, there
is no infrastructure whatsoever;
in a start-up phase you choose
three start-up tiles, one in turn;
after two tiles a new order of
play is determined and then you
choose the third tile in this order. Then start-up situations are
adjusted according to the tiles money and buildings, towns and
miners.
A challenging game, the background story on Switzerland in
an alternate reality is nice, but
the design of the game is a bit
dark and confusing, albeit providing very beautiful components. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Ignasi Guila Agut
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2013
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Tile placement game
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de fr hu it pl sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Very nice
design * Ideal family game
* Trains observation and
reaction
Compares to:
Domino and other tile placement
games with corresponding borders
or images
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Christophe Borgeat
Artist: L. Mastroianni, O. Debons
Price: ca. 67 Euro
Publisher: Helvetia Games 2012
www. Helvetia-games.ch

EVALUATION
Resources, trade, auction
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice background
story * Playable for less
experienced players *
Basically good rules with
a few ambiguities * Good
components
Compares to:
Other resources management games
Other editions:
Currently none
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u SPACE CADETS / STAR WARS THE CLONE WARS

SPACE CADETS

MASTER DANGERS, COMPLETE MISSIONS
As a Bridge officer of a space ship
we must cooperate in order to
optimize our tasks as Helms Officer, Engineer, Weapons Officer,
Shield Officer, Sensor Officer or
Captain so that we can complete
the ship’s mission successfully.
A round comprises: 1) Discussion and energy distribution (3
min!) - You discuss what to do,
Engineering distributes energy
according to tiles played in the

previous round, and exchange
between stations is possible at
2:1 ratio. 2) Preparation - according to discussion and energy
received, e.g. maneuver, thrust
and speed adaption for Helms.
3) Action (30 sec) - five stations
act simultaneously: Helms places maneuvers, shield placed
shields, Sensor tries to find the
necessary shapes in the bag,
Weapons completes the torpedo

STAR WARS THE CLONE WARS

KAMPF UM MALASTARE
The fight of the Jedi Knights
against the droids continues, this
time - in the role of Jedi Knights
against Count Dooku’s Droids we do not fend off the droid attacks by placing dice, but by using catapults to sling the droids
into the arena.
At the start of the game each
player chooses a Jedi Knight and
takes his Power Catapult and his
Jedi Station, both marked with

30

6

the corresponding portrait, and
also 13 droids, 12 small ones and
one Mega-Droid, in his color. The
small droids come in three different kinds with four droids each.
In your turn you take a droid
from your Jedi station, place it
on the catapult, alight the catapult and sling the droid into the
arena, you have three shots to
get it in.
When you succeed and there are
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puzzle and Engineering distributes energy tiles; if a core break
threatens it must be repaired or
the ship explodes. 4) Resolution
for Shields, Ship movement and
Sensor Locks. 5) Tractor beam
(30 sec) - use it or prepare for
later. 6) Weapons Fire (30 sec) Snip the torpedo disc along the
track. 7) Enemy Action - enemy
ships move and fire, Nemesis
approaches. 8) Jump (30 sec) prepare for later jumps of jump
off the board to end the game.
9) Repair (30 sec).
Missions can be chosen in three
different levels of difficulty, all
win together when the mission
is completed or lose together
when the ship is destroyed.
The topic first featured in Space
Alert war very nicely varied for
Space Cadets, the tension and
the challenge remain but the
switching between time-limited
and unlimited actions results in
a somewhat easier game for less
experienced players. þ

INFORMATION

now three droids of the same
kind, regardless of their color,
you have defeated them and
put all three droids on your junk
yard on the station. If the droid
ends up against the edge of the
arena or the crater, the visible
side is valid.
Should your droid still be outside the arena after three shots,
it goes out of the game. Should
you manage a master move and
shoot the droid right into the
middle on the Zillo beast, you
may take all droids currently in
the arena and put them on your
junk yard.
When all players have shot off
all their droids the threat against
Malastare has been fought off
and Malastare has been saved.
All players count the droids in
their junk yards; each droid there
is worth one point, regardless of
its size, and you win with the
highest total score.
An attractive game that fits the
topic very nicely, and also is exactly right for the targeted age
group. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Brian und Team
Artist: Karim Chakroun
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Stronghold Games 12
www.strongholdgames.com

EVALUATION
Cooperation, time-driven
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very good interchange
between time-limited
and unlimited actions
* Standard topic nicely
varied * Attractive mix of
mechanisms
Compares to:
Space Alert and other games with
time limits for actions
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Helmut Ast
Artist: Bluguy, Andreas Resch
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2013
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity, action
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Mechanisms nicely fit the
topic * Attractive components * Simple rules
Compares to:
All snipping games using
catapults
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

TALISMAN 4. EDITION / UBONGO t

TALISMAN 4. EDITION

ERWEITERUNG: DIE STADT
The ninth expansion for the 4th
edition of Talisman. Each player
guides a character with a basic
equipment of talent, luck and
money; this basic equipment can
be enhanced during the game.
These characteristics, too, and
the event cards and the reactions
of the character to the event card
determine the flow of the game.
The City / Die Stadt provides the
third regional board expansion,

for adding to the main board,
plus more than 100 new cards
and six new characters - Spy, Tinkerer, Tavern Maid, Elementalist,
Cat Burglar and Bounty Hunter,
augmented by three new Alternate Game End cards and the
new miniatures, unpainted, for
the new characters.
Of course, you can choose any
character from any expansion or
play The City with the Highlands

UBONGO

DAS WÜRFELSPIEL

Ubongo, the classic board game
of the filling areas genre, has
now also been published in a
variant using dice:
Each player is given a sheet
from the pad - the sheet shows
six numbered areas which are
played in sequence. Four white
and four black dice show the different combinations of squares
that can be made up from between one and five squares.

www.gamesjournal.at

8
Someone rolls a total of one
black and one white die for each
player and then each player
grabs one white and one black
die - you do not choose in turn,
but all grab for dice at the same
time.
When all players have taken one
black and one white die, you
may, but need not, mark the
shape on the dice that you have
taken on your sheet.

PLAYED FOR YOU

or the Catacombs expansion or
with any other expansion or with
all of them together. There are
nice new details like pets with
unique abilities, high-quality
weapons from the Arms Store
or artifacts that are for sale in the
Magical Warehouse.
Potions from the Apothecary
should be handled with care,
they could have some disturbing
and unexpected side effects. The
“Wanted” cards offer marvelous
awards when you demand the
bounty.
Abilities and effects that relate to
adventure cards are implemented for city cards when a character is in the city. You can also land
in jail and can only free yourself
with a suitable dice roll, effects
and abilities cannot be used.
As all other expansions The City
makes Talisman even more challenging and thrilling, even more
a mirror image of might-be, an
adventure not for inside your
head, but on the board and in
the city of Talisman. þ

INFORMATION

If you have completely filled the
current area you score points in
order of finishing - the first one
to finish scores as many points
as there are players; if you finish in later rounds you score one
point less per position to finish;
3 points if you are second to finish with four players; when two
players fill their area in the same
round, both score the current
number of points.
If you have filled the area and
noted the score you do not take
dice anymore, but still all dice remain in play. While at least two
players are in play, you continue
with the current area.
If only one player is left, he scores
one consolation point and all begin a new round with the next
area. When all six areas have
been played, you win with the
highest total score.
Fast, simple and reduced to the
essential element of Ubongo
- filling areas, but now also
needing quick reactions and
good spatial thinking versus the
chance of rolling dice. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

14+

TIME:

90+

Designer: John Goodenough
Artist: Team
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2013
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy, adventure
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
New board as a third
supplementary region
for the main board * Six
new characters * Can be
combined with all other
expansions
Compares to:
All editions and expansions of Talisman, other fantasy adventure games
Other editions:
Fantasy Flight; Edge Entertainment;
Stratelibri; Galakta;

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Artist: N. Neubauer, K. Homes
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2013
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Dice, area filling
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nicely packed in a cubic
box * Simple rules * Ideal
for travelling * Felicitous,
good version of the board
game
Compares to:
Ubongo for topic and basic mechanism, all other dice games based on
board and card games
Other editions:
Currently none
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u VACA LOCA / VÖLUSPA

VACA LOCA

AFTER-PARTY TURBULENCES
In Vaca Loca the aliens that we
have already met in Mucca Pazza,
once again on Earth, somewhat
scrambled up, in the aftermath
of a turbulent party; but this time
a slight slap on their head can
help to sort them out.
Twenty aliens have ended up on
Earth and therefore 20 heads, 20
bodies and 20 pairs of legs are on
the table, face-down on 60 tiles.
In your turn you simply turn over

8

a tile, in a way that all players can
see it at the same time, and all
players take a look at the body
part and also at the rest of the
display that is visible.
If you believe that all three parts
of an alien are already turned up
and that he is thus completely
visible, you slap the head tile
of the alien with your hand, as
quickly as you can.
Whoever is the fastest and hits

VÖLUSPA

ODIN AND THOR VERSUS LOKI AND FENRIR
The Norse Myths tell of the endless rivalry among mighty gods,
dangerous creatures and forgotten races for dominance. You
place tiles with characters and
creatures in order to dominate
other tiles and to score.
In your turn you play a tile from
your hand and place it into the
display - it must touch at least
one other tile and there can be
only seven tiles in a row or col-

32

umn. When the newly placed tile
has the highest value in a row or
column you score the number
of tiles in this row or column for
points.
Some tiles have special abilities
that influence scoring or placement possibilities - next to a Troll
tile you can only place another
Troll tile; with a Dragon tile you
can cover other tiles; a Fenrir tile
only scores Fenrir tiles in row or
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the correct head, takes all three
tiles of this alien and sets them
down, in correct order, for scoring at the end. If you make a mistake and either hit a head when
some parts are still invisible, or
if you slap another part of the
alien, you must take a penalty
planetary chip.
When all aliens but three have
been assembled, you score
three points for each complete
alien that you collected and must
deduct one point for every planetary chip that you had to take.
Whoever then has the highest
score, wins the game. In case of
the tie you win if with the lower
number of planetary chips of
those involved in the tie.
In any case a funny topic and
very attractive drawings with
nicely “alienated” animals.
Patterns and colors are similar
enough to force you to look
closely, but with some attention
absolutely distinctive.
My favorite alien is the sheep in
the frilly dress. þ

INFORMATION

column; but a single Fenrir tile
in a row scores 4 points, even if
there are more Fenrir tiles in the
corresponding column; a Fenrir
tile next to a Loki tile is worth 0.
If you place a Valkyrie tile at the
start and end of a row you score
the value of the row; a Loki tile
renders a Valkyrie tile worthless.
A Skadi tile can be placed normally or lets you swap a tile
from your hand with a tile from
the display, with the exception
of a Dragon tile or a tile next to
a Troll tile.
The expansion Saga of Edda is
included- each player is given a
Hel tile; you place it face-down
and it works like a gap; you can
place seven tiles next to it!
Other new tiles are Sea Serpent,
Jotunn and Hermod.
Völuspa is a visually very beautiful, albeit, according to the topic,
rather gloomy-designed placement game; the allure is in the
optimum use of all special effects
of each different kind of tile. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-6

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Iris Rossbach
Artist: Iris Rossbach
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2013
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Spotting and reaction game
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Funny topic * Enchanting
drawings * Quickly played
with simple rules
Compares to:
All spotting games searching for image parts
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Scott Caputo
Artist: Pierô
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: White Goblin Games 12
www.whitegoblingames.com

EVALUATION
Tile placement
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Includes Saga of Edda
expansion * Beautiful but
gloomy graphics * Very
simple basic rules * Needs
optimum use of tile effects
* New edition of Kachina,
Bucephalus Games
Compares to:
All placement games with scoring of
rows or columns
Other editions:
Stronghold Games

www.gamesjournal.at

VORSICHT, FUCHS! / WIR SPIELEN BAUSTELLE t

VORSICHT, FUCHS!

CARROTS AND HARE AT A PICNIC
Each player is given a board featuring a pretty meadow with a
picnic rug and eight places for
carrots and hares; the tiles featuring carrots, hares and foxes are all
placed into the cloth bag.
Then someone pulls three tiles
out at random and sets them
aside without looking at them so no nobody knows how many
carrots, hares and foxes really are
in the bag.

5

In your turn you draw one tile
from the bag without looking
- if you pulled out a carrot or a
hare you can either stop or draw
another tile.
Whenever you stop, you may
place carrots and hares into
your rug; you start with the carrots, there is room for four carrots
on the rug, and then you can add
one hare for each carrot.
If you draw another tile and it is

WIR SPIELEN BAUSTELLE

SORT AND DELIVER

In the range of games under the
motto “Spielend Erstes Lernen”
invites to playfully discover the
real world, the series offers basic
knowledge, trains language and
motor skills using special components geared to be stable and
sturdy.
In “Wir spielen Baustelle” you
need to bring the building
materials that were delivered
at wrong building sites to the

www.gamesjournal.at

2
correct building sites. There are
sites for building a house, street
tiles, tiles for building materials,
two lorries and a color die. You
start with simply playing with
the components, discovering
how the puzzle parts can be
combined to form a network of
streets connecting the building
sites and then you can practice
to roll the lorries along the road
and deliver the materials. Re-al-

PLAYED FOR YOU

not a fox you can decide after
each tile if you want to go on
or stop. If you pull a fox from
the bag you lose all carrots and
hares that you pulled out in this
round, they are put back into the
bag. The fox is happy and goes
home, you push him through the
slit into his burrow.
Whoever is first to fill his board
with four carrots and four hares,
wins the round and is awarded a
sweetmeat. A new round is started by putting all tiles including
all foxes and the set-aside tiles,
into the bag and again setting
aside three randomly drawn tiles.
Whoever wins his second sweetmeat, wins the game.
Vorsicht, Fuchs! offers a nice and
attractive implementation of the
risk or stop mechanisms, and the
fox burrow is an especially lovely
little detail.
As to the game, with each fox
that is drawn the risk gets smaller, so sometimes you must go
on drawing tiles to get the last
missing hare before your neighbor gets it in his turn. þ

INFORMATION

locating the building materials is
also the topic of the first game,
“Was gehört wohin?” for 1-2 players; the building sites are given
two wrong material tiles each
and then connected with a randomly assembled network of
roads and the material tiles are
picked up one by one and delivered to the correct sites.
Older children use the color die
and playing “Unterwegs mit
dem Farbwürfel” with all building sites; the lorry always drives
to the next road tile of the color
you roll; building sites represent
all colors and can be approached
directly when there is no road
piece of the correct color between lorry and site.
You can play this version also in
teams for winning a game - the
correctly delivered materials are
not stacked at the site but with
the team that delivered them.
Whoever delivered most tiles,
wins.
All that remains to say is a recommendation, the game is simply
perfect for the target group and
the purpose! þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: C. and Thilo Hutzler
Artist: Eva Czerwenka
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2013
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
collect, risk or stop
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very pretty components *
Simple basic rule * Version
without tile removal
Compares to:
All games featuring
“continue at risk or stop for safety”
mechanisms
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-2

AGE:

2+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Marco Teubner
Artist: Stephan Baumann
Price: ca. 21 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2013
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Educational, transport
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very pretty and sturdy
components * Very good
topic for toddlers * Especially good for the target
age group
Compares to:
All educational games of the series
“Spielend Erstes Lernen”
Other editions:
Currently none
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NEW ARRIVALS

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON NEWCOMERS

ANDROID: NETRUNNER BLICK NACH VORN
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Designers: Richard Garfield, Lukas Litzsinger

ANGRY BIRDS POWER CARDS
Publisher: Tactic

CHECKER CAN QUIZ-SPIEL

6

Publisher: Kosmos
Designers: Sandra Dochtermann, Julia Coschurba

GENESIS BLICK NACH VORN / What Lies Ahead is the first Data
Pack for Android: Netrunner, featuring cards 1-20, in the first
expansion Cycle Genesis. Each corps is given a new agenda and
new ice, the runner factions get new ice-breakers and support
cards. Runner versus Corporation. Both have their own deck of
cards and goals. The Corporation can spend three Clicks per turn
for actions; to install server protection or to trace the runner. The
Runner can spend four Clicks; for instance for a Run – a hacker
attack on Corporation with different targets.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr pl * In-game text: yes

You play according to standard rules – one value on the top
card of all players is compared; you win all cards of the round
with the highest value. From cards won you lay out a three-part
construct; if you then find a pig in your cards you place it on the
construct and read out its slingshot value, the other players read
out this value from their top card: If the pig wins it takes all cards
on the table, even other constructs; otherwise, the winner only
takes the pig and all other top cards. If you are out of cards in
hand you demote your construct one by one; if you are out of
cards you must quit; if you are the last one with cards you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Small version of Checker Can, a question is posed and possible
answers are read out; each player gives a tip and can move his
marker one step forward if he did answer correctly. Some spots
on the board give you the change to advance a bit - players in
last and last but one place choose one letter tile each secretly
and compare them, the winner advances one spot - a beats B,
B beats C, C beats A. Special rules for three players in last place when all three letters are chosen, all advance, when one letter is
doubled, nobody moves. Series: Mitbringspiele
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Data Pack for Android Netrunner for 2 players, ages 14+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Quiz game based on the TV show for 2-4 players, ages 8+

DER HERR DER RINGE DER DRÚADAN-WALD
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Designer: Nate French

FANG DIE MAUSWALD
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2013

QUORIDOR POCKET

3

Publisher: Gigamic
Designer: Mirko Marchesi

GEGEN DEN SCHATTEN DER DRÚADAN-WALD / Against the
Shadow The Steward’s Fear is the 2st Adventure Pack = AP in the
3rd plot cycle for the LCG Der Herr der Ringe Das Kartenspiel /
The Lord of the Rings The Card Game, featuring cards 32-55 of
the new cycle, with a difficulty level of 6. For playing this supplement you need the core game and “The Heirs of Nûmenor”.
„Stalking X“ is a new key word; When a Location with this
keyword comes into play the heroes must discard the number of
resources stated on the card.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr pl * In-game text: yes

A game classic in an especially nice design. Each player has a
colored mouse on a string and six chips. Mice start the game on
a round disk, representing cheese. One player rolls the number
die in the cup and rises it - when a 1 or a 6 appears players must
pull away their mice as fast as they can while he tries to catch
as many as he can on the cheese. For each mouse he caught
and also for each mouse that someone erroneously pulls away
for another dice result than 1 or 6 the catcher gets a chip. If he
does not catch a mouse for 1 or 6, he loses a chip. Variant with
color die.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Each player starts his marker at his base line, with the objective
to get your marker to the opposing base line. In your turn you
either move your marker or place oe of ten barriers. This results
in the name-giving corridors, through which you must leave at
least one path for your opponent. Your marker can only move
straight ahead in all direction, like King for Castle in Chess. In a
game for four the markers start at the center and each player has
five barriers. First edition 1997, new edition as Quoridor Pocket.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl + 27 more * In-game text: no

Expansion for the card game for 1-2 players, ages 13+

Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 3+

Placement game for 2 or 4 players, ages 8+

RITTER ROST MEIN ERSTES ELECTRIC
Publisher: Noris Spiele

TOP TRUMPS TOP GEAR 2 COOL CARS

3

Publisher: Winning Moves 2013

WARHAMMER INVASION GLAUBE UND STAHL

8

Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Designer: Eric W. Lang

Familiar and always nice! Electro Quiz in a modern license-topic
disguise: 12 picture boards show images from Ritter Rost and
pose questions and tasks: What belongs to whom? - Find the
correct shade - Find the correct outline - Count the images Catch the cups - What belongs to which image? - What is the
color of the item? - Find the right head - What is the color of the
flower? - Find the correct screw - Find the correct puzzle part Find the correct cut-out. When you touch the correct pairs with
the contact, you get a blinking light.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round –
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives
those too. Themeset: Top Gear 2 Cool Cars
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

ENDLOSER KRIEG GLAUBE UND STAHL / FAITH AND STEEL
is the 6rd pack with cards 101-120, in the Cycle Endloser Krieg/
Eternal War, the 6th Battle Pack cycle in Warhammer Invasion.
The Core Set holds four pre-constructed card decks for Empire
and Dwarves against Orks and Chaos. The card types in the
game are Unit, Tactics, Quest, Support und Draft. Aim of the
game is to set fire to two out of three regions of the opposing
capital. With Battle Pack cards you can adapt Core Decks to your
preferences and strategies. For thousands of years the Empire
persisted - Soldiers, knights and mages fight for humans - but
will it be enough? Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes

Electro Quiz for 1 player, ages 3-5

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players from age 8

Battle Pack for Warhammer Invasion, for 2 players, ages 13+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

HIGHLIGHTS AMONG GAMES t

RECOMMENDATION #96

HUGO KASTNER RECOMMENDS

STONE AGE
CLAN LOYALTY IS NEEDED
Dear Reader! With „Stone Age“ publisher Hans
im Glück Verlag has landed an absolute showstopper - not for the first time the publisher
from Munich has dominated the market from
the top - remember classic games like „Modern
Art“ or „Carcassonne“. Designer Michael Tummelhofer, alias Bernd Brunnhofer (on the new
editions of the game this name will be shown,
remark H.K) provides fascinating immersion
into the Stone Age for both families and experts
in this highly interesting strategic dice game sounds like a contradiction. Not dangerous
hunting expeditions or rivalry between clans
is the main topic, but players must - as leader of
their clan with only five members at the beginning - acquire resources, build huts, proliferate
and last but not least accumulate civilization
cards. Sounds a bit bland and somewhat familiar - but whoever is ready to go on a timetrip into the Stone Age will notice from the first
game on how manifold the tasks are that the
then CEO of the Munich Publishing Company has dreamed up for us. You can enjoy this
unique ambience in the events at Österreichisches Spielemuseum. The Proof of the Pudding
is in the Eating!
Website: www.spielen.at
Our obligatory lamp alights on a visually
very enticing game board which carries the
unmistakable characteristics of a work by
Michael Menzel. From the start it is fun to sit
down to the game. The basic mechanism,
„worker placement“ in the lingo, is known
to the experienced player from other games
like „Pillars of the Earth“ or „Maestro Leonardo“. And yet „Stone Age“ is clearly different
from all them because here there is never

FROM THE MUSEUM

any trace of the monotony that can be felt
with the other games mentioned. Regardless
whether there are two, three or four players,
that is, clan leaders, even five in the expansion, seated around the table, the arc of suspense from the first placement of a marker
until the final showdown is enormous.
Of course, the more clan leaders, the more
potential for conflicts, but even with two
stone-aged players all happens enormously
fast. This is guaranteed by the dice, a mechanism wonderfully integrated by the designer.
IF you believe that this will make chance the
dominating element in the game, you will
change your mind at the end of the first
game the latest. „Stone Age“ is a strategictactic challenge, in all phases of the game.
The reason for this quality doubtless also
can be found in collecting the individual
clan members - farmer, toolmaker, hut builder, shaman - and their coupling by a simple multiplication with civilization cards that
show food, tools, buildings and persons. All
this happens in a final showdown, where
seemingly unexpectedly everything can be
turned upside down. Seemingly, because
of course every player has the opportunity
to put a spanner in the works of every opponent for his collecting of buildings and
civilization cards. And so the fate that awaits
him should not be unexpected. Small elegant details like an abrupt end of the game,
when one stack of buildings is empty, can
entice a clan leader to initiate a calculated
abortion of the game if he believes himself to
be in the lead. But the showdown can maybe
bring an unexpected unwelcome reality. All

Designer: Bernd Brunnhofer
Artist: Michael Menzel
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Year: 2008
Publisher: Hans im Glück
www.Hans-im-glueck.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

10+
TIME:

60+



+
Competence

Info

Chance

Without at least a basic concept you can‘t do
much in „Stone Age“. And yet you cannot neglect the benign pinch of luck which allows the
casual player to enjoy the game, too. If you believe that a permanent „dice rolling“ cannot leave room for tactic and strategy, you will change
your mind after the first game.
Hugos EXPERT TIP
Begin your acquaintance with the game with
the basic game alone. The expansion introducing ivory for the opportunity to acquire jewelry
changes little in strategy, but makes it more confusing for beginners. The only real advantage:
Using the expansion, you can play „Stone Age“
with five players.
Hugos FLASHLIGHT
Rarely have I heard such similar comments from
all groups that I have taken back to the Stone
Ages - „classy game“, „exceptional“, „will go and
buy it instantly“. The official awards won by the
game tell the same story. Congratulations to the
designer!
PREVIEW:

TABU

PURE COMMUNICATION!

in all „Stone Age“ is a wonderful experience
for families as well as for experienced players.
And should a hunting expedition come out
badly for once, you can surely demand revenge! Because time goes quickly in the exciting
Stone Age events!
Comments to: Hugo.Kastner@spielen.at
Homepage: www.hugo-kastner.at 
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Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 5
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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